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This thesis analyzes fictional constructions of the Antarcticduring the nineteenth
century by focusing on the representative texts The RimeoffheAnciemMariner(1798)
by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Narrative ~rArthllr Gardoll PYIIl 0/Nalltllcket (1838)
by Edgar Allan Poe, and All Alltarctic MystelY (1897) by Jules Veme. I have chosen
theseworksbecausetheyarecanonical,andtheirrepresentationsoftheAntarctic
therefore carry significant cultural resonance. Postcolonial andecocritical thought help
frame my treatment of them. The scholarship of critics like Said, Boehmer, Loomba,
Huggan, Tiffin, and Plumwood coalesce in this thesis to provide a hybridlensfor
examining processes by which non-human nature isothered. This perspective is
invaluable in unpacking how discursive constructions of Antarcticabyauthorslike
Coleridge, Poe and Verne confer placehood on the region
Antarctica's remoteness and inhospitableness kept all but a handfulofpeople
from reaching its shores in the nineteenth century. This limited its ability to be
constructed socially as a place, but in turn also inspired the liferaryimaginationtocreate
identities for it. Despite the limits on a socially constructed placehood for Antarctica
duringthisperiod,Icontendthattheregionisgrantedvariousidentitiesthroughits
representations in literature. Most prevalent among these is a tendency to figure the
Antarcticasa mutable and ambivalent space. The literary figurations of Coleridge, Poe,
and Verne are indicative of how the Imperialistic West conceived of Antarctica before it
began to claim or assert control over its landscape
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Introdllction-The Placing of Antarctica throllgh Literary Representations
In Edgar Allan Poe's novel The Narrati\'e ofArthur Gordon Pym ofNantucket,
the eponymous hero describes for his readers theunlikelydiscoveryofapseudo-tropical
regionsouthoftheAntarcticicebarrier,notingthatheandhisfellow travellers "had been
gradually leaving behind [them] the severest regions of ice; this,however little it maybe
in accordance with the generally received notions respectingtheAntarctic,wasafact
experience could not penn it [them] to deny"' (170). Inthisstatement,Pym
metafictionallydescribesPoe'stext for what it is-theinvention and imposition of an
imagined reality that runs counter to conventional nineteenth-century knowledge
regarding the southern polar region. By acknowledging the disparity between popular
nineteenth-century conceptions of the Antarctic and the fantastical portrayal of the
region, Pym'sstate!l1ent illustrates the nineteenth-century use of the Antarctic asa
frontier of uncertainty. As The Narrative ofArthur Gordon Pym afNantucket
exemplifies, in this period the idea of Antarctica is extraordinarily amenable to literary
reimagination
This thesis will analyze fictional constructions of the Antarctic duringthe
nineteenth century I by focusing on three representative texts by the canonical literary
figures Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Edgar Allan Poe, and Jules Verne. By examining how
Antarc~ica'splacehoodis created in those texts through the ascription of identities to the
region south of the 60th Southem parallel,2 I will demonstrate how valuesattributedtoit
reflect and comment on thcirantcccdentsin Western cultures. The three primary
fictional works I will be cxamining are Colcridgc's The Rime oJthe Al1cient Mariner
(1798), Poe's The Narrative ofArthllr Gordon Pym arNantllckel (1838), and Verne's An
Antarctic MyslelY (1897), I haveehosen these works over others' of the period beeause
theyarcthemostcanonical,andtheirrepresentationsoftheAntarctic therefore carry
significant cultural resonance, but also because thcy represent three separate states in
what critic Johan Wijkmark indicates is a transition "from a fantastic to a realistic mode
of Antarctic representation" (87). In Wijkmark's fonnulation, The Ancielll Mariner was
written before the transition and henccrcprcscnts thc fantasticmodc,Pym""fit[s] in
neitherofthcsecategories, howcver, but can ratherbc said totakealiminalposition"
(87),andAl1AlllarcticMysteJycomcsdecidedlyafterand,thus,rcpresents the completc
shift to the realistic mode of representation. My analyses of these three works are
therefore meant to comprise a fairly representative surveyofnineteenth-centuryAntarctic
2 Article VI of The Antarctic Trealy(1959) formalized the boundaries of the region as being"lhe area
southof60oSoulhLatilude"(5)
Antarctic studies is a relatively new field in English literature; according to
eminent Antarctic literature scholar Elizabeth Leane"scomprehensivebibliography4of
"scholarlyarticlesandbooks,.written in or translated into English, [that deal] with the
Antarctica within a cultural or literary studies framework,"" theearliestscholarship
dedicated to examining Antarctica as the subject of cultural and literaryinquirydates
back only to 1955 ("Representations) There has been a boom in the production of
Antarctic literature scholarship since the early nineties, with roughlyeighty-fivepercent
of the critical works in Leanesbibliographyhavingbeenwrittensince 1990, and fifty-
three percent since 2000 alone. Given that the broad umbrella of cultural studies
encompasses a massive area crossing multiple disciplines, not all 0 ftheworkslistedin
the bibliography are relevant to the subject of this thesis, whichistoexplorethenatureof
Antarcticplacehoodand how it is constituted by, and helps to constitute, the identities
and cultures of other nations. There have been a few studies, however, whose attempts to
discover"apatternofinfluencebetweenfactandfiction,cxpedition narrative[s] and
fictional narrativc[sr concerning the region (Glasberg, "Imagi nation"'2-3) at least
partiallyspeaktothctypeofrcadinglaminterestedinconducting. Of particular
relevance is the work of critics William Lenz and Elena Glasberg, both of whom have
examined the literary use of Antarctica as a means ofexploring""How...actsof
exploration,especiallyAntarcticexploration,contribute[d]fo[American] cultural self-
definitionandself-detennination""(Lenzxxvii),andJohanWijkmark,whosearticleon
Pym examines how "'Poe"s literary strategy is indicativeofa largerhistorica1
development in early 19th-century America, when Cook's Antarctic assessment was
challenged in order to make [Antarctica] productive again, both for literary speculation
andeconomicexpansion"'(85). Perhaps the most significant contribution to the line of
inquiry I am scckingto follow has been offered by Leane,whoistheonIy other scholar
who has yet considercd that the Antarctic itsclfcould bcthcsubjcctofidentitycreation
throughlitcrature. This project will therefore extend upon Leane"s identification of the
Antarctic as a place defined by "its lack of stability, itschangeability,[and] its boundary
breaching" ("Locating"236). It will focus especially on how that 111utability is exploited
within nineteenth-century Western literature, and what identities emerge from the
resuhantrenderings.
Since,asGlasbergindicates,"fictionsofAntarcticaarenotshaped by what it is
but only by what it comes to figure for those encounteringiC' ("'Imagination"" 6), the
constructions of the Antarctic in Colcridge's, Poe"s, and Vcrnc' s rcspectivetexts are
more a retlection of elements such as each writer's own style and nationalcultural
identity, as well asthe pervasive Imperial discourse5 of the time,than any specific
knowledge of the region in the nineteenth century. This point is further supported by the
fact that at thecnd of the period Antarctica "was [still] acontinent-sizedblankspace
that...had not even begun to be inscribcd bycxplorcrs and ll1appedby geographers'
(Leane, "Locating"226). Thecpistcmological uncertainty about Antarctica"sboundaries
and environment allowed these authors a great degree of latitude and creative license
Consequently, in considering their literary texts a series ofquestions become important
How do Western cultures impose subjectivc mcanings on Antarctica? What role does
Imperialism and its discourses play in the imposition of those meanings,andhowisthis
reflectedinthegenres,thcmcs,andtropesofcachwork?Whatisthe significance of the
fictionalized landscapes, human populations, and non-human populations the works
present, and how do they help to generate identities?
Ideas underpinning the contemporary division between space and place began to
takefonninthe 1950sand 60s with a 1l10vement among geographers toward "re-styl [ing]
geography as a positivist spatiai science [that sought] to construct theory or "spatiai laws"
on the basis of statistical analysis' (Hubbard and Kitchin 5). This"Quantitative
Revolution'"(5)ledtotheconceptionofspaceas"asurfaceonwhichtherelationships
between (measurable) things were played out"' (5). However, with the advent of
behaviouraipsychologyinthei970scameanotherrefonnulation ofspatiai studies, led by
such scholars as urban spatial expert Kevin Lynch(Gold293)andanalyticalbehavioural
geographer Reg Golledge (Kitchin 185), that conceived of space as being "inherently
caught upin sociai relations, both socially produced and conSU1l1ed"'CHubbardand
Kitchin 5). This new line of thinking "held tothe tenets of positivist inqui ry,[but]
replac[ed] concePtsofabsolutedistancewitl~notionsofsUbjectivedistance'·(5).These
ideas crystallized with Neo-Marxistand ExistentialistphilosopherHenriLefebvre
(Shields 279), whoseargumentthat"geographical space is fun damentallysocial"(281) is
supported by his trisection of spatiality into a balance of the "perceivedspace"of
"everydaylifeandcol111110nsensicalperception"(281),thc"'conceivedspace"of
"cartographers, urban planners, or property speculators' (281), and the "lived space" of
"theimagination which has been kept alive and accessible by the al1sandliteraturc"
(281), The interrelationship between these kinds of space "implies that absolute space
cannot exist because, at thcmoment it is colonised [sic] through social activity, it
becomcs relativised and historicised space'" (Hubbard and Kitchin 5-6). As a result of
Lefebvre's reconception of spatiality, "place emerges asa particularfofmofspace,one
that is created through acts of naming as well as the distinctive activitiesandimaginings
associated with particular social spaces"(6)
The concept of placehood is at thehcart of this thesis, In Lefebvre'sconception,
though the identityofa place is at least partially the result of the physical characteristics
of its space, including its geography and ecology,' it isalso"defined by (and constructed
in tenllS of) the lived experiences of people" (Hubbard and Kitchi n6), As Pamela
Gilbert further explains, it is created from
The particularities ofa named space experienced as unified,with clear
boundaries, characteristics and a history... (and] often asserted as charged
with meaning against the abstraction of modem space. Place could be
claimed as home, as related to the construction of identity and va lues
(103)
However, this notion of placehood becomes complicated when appl iedtothenineteenth-
century Antarctic; though the region was certainlynamcd, ncithcritsboundariesnorits
physical characteristics were known with any great degreeofcertainty,andtheonly
recorded history of the place was extemal toit in the accounts of explorers who sought to
penetrate the high austral latitudes. These complications are due in part to the fact that
Antarctica has no indigenolls human population. If, as anthropologists Setha Low and
Denise Lawrence-Zunigacontend,;'placesaresociallyconstructed by the people who
live in them and know them'" CIS), then by its very nature the Antarctic"s capacity for
placehood was extremely limited in the nineteenth century
Becausethepossibilityofconstructinganinternallyderived7 conceptionofplace
for the Antarctic was so restricted in this period, whatever identities were created for the
region were externally ascribed. Indeed, thcrc seem to be three specific factors of
significance that contribute to this external locus of placehood -Antarctica"s
mythologicalconstruction,itsvalueasadestinationfornautical cxplorers,and its literary
representation. In light oftheextemallyderived values that become ascribed to
Antarctica, this thesis will also challenge the widely held notionthat"cultural
constructionsorenvironment can only be understood by talking to natives about
landscapes"(Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 16) by showing that there are cultural
arisesfrol11a nunlberofl11ytflscon,cerningthe.region. In her work "Locating the Thing
empt)lingirltoacompl<:l11ent,,,yvortexirlthePirctic(230). This idea of vortices at the
be gleaned in Iate,·Il11periaIistilcdiscourses. First, the southern hemisphere was construed
conceptions of the southern hemisphere were negative, a dichotomy emcrged "between
positive and negative interpretations of the southern zoneO'(l 46). Opposing conjectures
that envisioned the south as alternatively a wasteland and a paradiseemerged(146),
laying the foundation for ambivalent and uncanny representations of the region
Though no one had actually sighted the Antarctic mainland until Smithstumbled
upon its most northerly tip around 1820 (Fogg22),thequestion of its existence made the
continent a destination for explorers. In the same way that "'Places...areactually
constituted by the movements ta, fram and around them;" Antarctic placehood is created
through the value European adventurers ascribed ta it as adestinat ion (Lee and Ingold
76). InjourncyingtotheAntarcticandhclpingdefineitsphysicalbaundaries,explarcrs
contributed to a growing discaurse about the lacatian. Further, as Low and Lawrence·
Zuniga highlight,"landscape [develops] fTomand [involves] a tension between idealized
and imaginedscttings[called] 'background" against which thc ° foreground'ofeveryday,
real,ordinary life iscasC (16). These twa cultural critics further claim that this
"forcground actuality is ta background patcntiality, as place is ta spacc" (16),which
suggeststhatplacehoodisjustasmuchaboutthephysicalityofalocation as the process
by which it becomes a place (how the potentiality is actualized or constructed)
Finally, and most significantly for the purpose of this thesis, literary
representations of the Antarctic help to create its placehood. This is in part because
'''stories are at the heart of what explorers and novelists say aboutstrangeregionsofthe
world"'(Said xiii),but also because "Onations themselves are narrations'" (xiii). Whilethc
Antarctic is not a nation, and was even less amenable to being considered so inthe
nineteenth century, it nevertheless isa cultur;1 construction; the only real difference
bctwccn the Antarctic and anyotherrcgion of the world is that idcntity is almost cntircly
cxtcmaUydcrivcd givcn that it has no indigcnoushuman population to "'[imbue its]
physical environment with social meaning" (Low and Lawrcnce-Zuniga 16). Instead,
"The great elllptiness signified by the blank space on the [geograph iC]lllapbecolllesthc
site of narrative colonization"' (Spurr 94-95) by authors who seektoinscribetheir"'own
nallle onto the unknown [byw]riting... [to illulllinate] thedarkness with the light of [their]
owncountenancc"'(163-64). In their portrayals of Antarctica, litcraryworks reflect their
authors'cultures,discourscs,andnationalidcntitics. This is, fundamentally, a form of
cultural Impcrialism by which Antarctica is appropriated and infused with desired
Postcolonial andecocritical thcorics areespccially important to mycxploration of
thc litcrarycreation of Antarctic placehood through theinfusionofthoscmcanings. The
marriage of these two pcrspectives is a fairly intuitive onc giventhat land is"frequcntly
portrayedinco!onialjustificationsasunused,undcruscd,orcmpty,"asfodderforthc
Eurocentric Imperial power to seize and cultivatc(Plumwood 503). Even animals are
otheredby Impcrialdiscoursc"stendency to trcat'"non-human difJerenceasinferiority,
and [understand] both non-human agcncyand valucin hegcmonictennsthatdcnyand
subordinatethelll to a hyperbolized human agency"(504). Through the work of such
contelllporary scholars as Richard Grove(2004),Grahalll Hugganand Helen Tiffin
(2010), and Val Plulllwood (2004), I situate my project within the realm of this hybrid
perspcctivcandcxposetheprimarYfictiona\~extslamcxaminingtothccritical
Since the field of postcolonial studies is cOll1plex, anyattell1pt to tackle its
intricacies ll1ust begin by defining its most foundational tenns, nall1elylmperialism,
colonialism,andpostcolonialisll1.8 In their work Post-Colonial Studies: T!leKey
Concepts, prominent postcolonial scholars Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen
Tiffin define Imperialisll1 asreferringto"the fonnationofempire"'(122),notingthat"it
hasbeenanaspectofallperiodsofhistoryinwhich.onenationhasextendedits
dominationoveroneorseveralneighbouringnations"(122).Thisconceptionisamore
generalized version of that offered by Edward Said in his landmark postcolonialtex!
ClIlture and Imperialism in which he defines Imperialism as "the practice, the theory, and
the attitudes ofa dOll1inating metropolitan centre ruling a distantterritori'(Said8). As
both Said and Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin are apt to point out in thei rrespectivetexts,
this idea is very closely tied to the notion of colonialism, or "'the implanting of
settlements on distant territory" (8),which is "almost always aconsequence of
Imperialism" (8). Colonialism is hence a practice that resulted from the larger ideology
oflmperialism. Said's other foundational work, Orielltalisl1l, is credited with "re-
order[ingthe study of colonialism"(Loomba 43) by discursively "examin[ing] how the
formal study of the 'Oricnf. ..consolidated certain ways of seeing and thinking which in
tum contributed to the functioning of colonial power"(43-44). The deep roots and
culturalinfluenceofcolonialdiscourseareoftenreproducedinwhat may be called
colonial (or colonialist) literature, a subgenre of the literarycanonthat"exhibit[s] a tinge
of local colonial colour, or feature[s] colonial motifs' (Boehmcr2), but which may also
includc"literaturewritten in [the metropolitan centre] as well asin the rest of(an]
empire"(2)
While Imperialism and colonialism, thus defined, are relatively straightforward
concepts,poslcolonialism is a much moretangledtenn. This is partially due to the fact
that theword"postcoloniaj"' itself is a problematic label fortheperiodfollowingthe
collapseofEuropeanempires"becauseitimpliesan"aftennath"intwo senses-
temporal, as in coming after, and ideological, as in supplanting"(Loomba7). Whilethe
first of these has evoked some contestation by critics on the academic groundsthat
"Fonllal decolonization has spanned three centuries" (7) and thus the beginning of the
postcolonial period cannot be nailed down to any specific 1110ment orevent,thesecond
issue resonates on a practical level in that··the inequities of colonial rule have not been
erased" (7) and so continue to havesocial,cultural,poiitical, and economic consequences
forpeop!e around the world despite decolonizatiol1. Thetcmporal ground on which the
word "postcoloniar' is contested by theorists maybe fairlyeas i1ydismissed using Elleke
Boehmcr'sdiffcrcntiationbetweenitshyphenatedandnon-hyphenatedversions-for
Boehmer, the latter of these (post-colonial) refers specifically to"the post-Second World
War era" (3) and thus connotes the temporal period which saw the dismantling of
European empires, leaving the former (postcolonial) to refer to the fi eld of study related
to··theefTectsofcolonization on cultures and societies' (Asheroft et al. 186).
The ideological ground on which the word postcolonialism hasbeenscru tinizcdis
Illuchmoredifficulttonegotiatebecauseofthelingeringsocial,cultural,political.and
economicefTectsofEuropeancoloniaIiSmg:~baIlY.As postcolonial and racial studies
critic Ania Loomba is apt to point out, in the time since decolonizationacountry"maybe
both postcolonial [sic] (in the sense of being f01111ally independent)andneo-colonial'(in
the sense of remaining economically and/or culturally dependent) at the same time" (7)
The current relevance of postcolonial studies isduetothepersistenceofneo-colonial
forces in the fonnallydecolonized world. Though the aim of my work is partially to
apply postcolonial frameworks to discuss the creation of Antarctic identity in nineteenth-
century literature, because the continent was not the subject 0 fcolonizationduringthat
period it has been largely overlooked as a potential subjectofpostcolonialenquiry.This
point is articulated in geopolitical expert Klaus Dodds" article "'POst-coloniaIAntarctica'
an emerging engagement" where Dodds not only identifies that "'Antarctica, thus far, has
not attracted a great deal of attention from post-colonial scholars0(59), but also calls for
further "post-colonial and ontological investigation of Antarctica'srepresentationin
Imperial and post-Imperial te1111s"(69)0 Though the thrust of his advocacy is mainly
directedatthegeopoliticalfield,hispointisstillrelevanttocultural studies, which has
shared lO in the general under-representation of postcolonial frameworks in Antarctic
Dodds provides both reasons for why the Antarctic has been largel yoverlookedin
9 ~~~; term is "widely used to refer to any and all forms of control of the ex-colonies" (Ashcroft el al
this manner, as well as justifications for the need to conduct such analyses. Heclaims
that the region's
lack of indigenous human population alongside a harsh climate andremote
locationmay[have]unwittinglycontribute[d] further to a view ei therthat
Antarctica does not present a particularly complex or interesting case of
the "colonial condition' or that temlS such as 'decolonisation '[sic]haveno
intellectual purchase there. (60)
IronicallY,asDoddsidentifies,itisAntarctica'slackofanindigenous human population
thatshouldalsomakeitsuchastrikingsubjectforpostcolonialism,since"lntheabsence
of [such a population], Antarctica immediatclycreatcsaratherdifficultcontextforany
discussionofcolonialismandorpost-colonialism"(61). The region therefore thwarts
mainstream postcolonial readings because "'the question ofacolonised [sic] population
engaged in anti-colonial resistance or Third World nationalisms does not arise"" (61)
Given this unique situation, the type of analysis of Antarctic representationslam
interested in conducting begs innovation, or at leastrethinking,ofthewaythat
postcolonial theory is applied to iiterature.
Postcolonial readings of literary theory identify a numberofmotifsthathave
emerged out of the anxieties of the colonial world, two of the most common of which are





concemsofpostcoloniality. As Loolllba identifies, "The individuation of subjects that
took place in Europe was denied colonised [sic] people"(52). This denial of subjectivity
results in the characterization of the colonized subject "as'other'throughdiscourscssuch
asprilllitivislllandcannibalislll,asalllcansofcstablishingthcbinary separation of the
colonizer and colonized and asserting the naturalness and primacy of the colonizing
culture and world view" (Ashcroft et al. 169). The fonllulation of the self/other
dichotolllyhasbeenprincipallyinfluencedbyFreudiantheory's''division between
instinctive and reflective human beings [that] has infonned the practice of
ethnopsychologywherein cultural difference is pathologised andpsychicgrowth
understood intennsofcultural/racial difference" (Loomba 138),which was used, for
example,to"describeandpathologiseAfricansingeneralinordertothendefinethe
European as inherentlydifferenC' (138). Thedivisionofself/otheris hence innately
rclated to dichotomies like culture/nature and civilization/primitivesincetheyallreferto
the same psychoanalytical antecedent that posits the separationofthecultivatedEuropean
fromhis 13 primitiveorigins. Furthering the Freudian connotations of otherness in
postcolonialitY,Lacaniantheoryalsodistinguishesbetweenthesmall'o'other,which
12 :n~:~~~~~~~~ate the specific relationship between the postcolonial and the environment later in this
"designatcsthcotherwhoresemblestheself'(Ashcroftctal.170) and can be used to
"refer to the colonized others that arc marginalized by Imperial discoursc"(170),and the
capital '0' Othcr, "in whose gaze the subject gains identity" (170) and which both
"provides thctcnns in which the colonized subject gains a sense of hisorheridentityas
somehow 'other,' dependent...[and becomes] the ideological framework in which the
colonized subject may come to understand thc world" (170-71)
The processofothering, a tenn coined by comerstonc postcoloniaI theorist
Gayatri Spivak for the way '"by which Imperial discourse creates its 'others'"(Ashcroft et
aI.171),ispivotaltomyexaminationofhowAntarcticidentityiscreatedinColeridge's,
Poc"s, and Verne's texts. According to Lacan"sdivision betweentheO/other, Spivak's
conception holdsthat"otheringisadialcctical processbecause the colonizing Other is
established at the same time as its colonized orhers are prod.uced as subjects"(171). This
distinction describes the very process by which Antarctic identityiscreatedfromthe
external locus (Other) of Western society through literature-inc010nizing14 the
Antarctic with their fictional gaze, writers like Coleridge, Poe,andVerneconstructits
(small '0') otherhood in tenns of what the Western world is not, while simultaneously
perfonningthesameoperationinaconversedirectionbyusingthe "'blankness"of
Antarctica to negatively define the Western Other, which in turn reaffinns that the "Other
iscrucialtothesubjectbecausethesubjectexistsinitsgazc''(170). The two, in effect,
bccomc mutually cOl1stitutivc.
Ambivalcncc, anothcrcommon motifin postcolonial Iitcraturc, also has its roots
in psychoanalysis. Initiallyconccivcdofasthcfluctuationindcsircs"bctwccnwanting
oncthingandwantingitsoppositc"(AshcroftctaI.12)orthc"simultaneousattraction
toward andrcpulsion from an objcct, pcrson or action"(12), thc idca ofambivalencc has
bccnadaptcd for usc in postcolonial thcorybyoncofthcdisciplinc'sfoundingthcorists,
HomiBhabha. Bhabha noted that since the relationship between colonizer and colonizcd
is characterized by "the complex mix of attraction and rcpulsion ... [that]rclationshipis
ambivalent becausc the colonized subjcct is ncver simply and completelyopposedtothe
colonizcr"(12). The ambivalcnce that cxists betwccn thesc two groups is then a
consequcnccof"thc failure of colonial discourses to produccstable and fixed identitics
[for them]'" (Loomba 105). Bhabhas specific notion of ambivalence in the context of
postcolonialityisinterestinglyproblematizedwithrcgardsto thc Antarctic sincc it has no
indigenous people to be colonized; theamhivalent relationship that exists between
colonizerandcolonizcdthereforecrumbleswithhalfofthcequationmissing. I suggest,
however,thatintheabsenccofanativepeopletocolonizc,theidea of the place itself
bccomes the subject ofliterarycolonization in the works of Coleridge, Poc,and Verne. I
therefore extend Bhabha'sspecificuseofthelenn in ordcrto compensatefortheunique
The ambivalence of Imperial discourse is most readilydemonstratcdinits
con'struction of various dichotomies that place the culture, identity,andvaluesofWestern
societies in direct opposition to thosc ofothcr regions in the worid. FundamentallY,an
cmpirc's tendcncy to construct the rcst of the world asbeingother,ordiametrically
opposcd, to itself is the result of the fact tha\ ~hC creation of "local and national identities
dcpcndoncxcludedothers"(Heise42). This is ironic, however, because they also
frequently "'rely on but often denythcirown hybrid mixtures with other places and
cultures"(42). In fact, the irony of this situation is indicative of much more deeply-
rooted contradictions that pervade Imperial discourse, not the Ieastofwhichisthe
supposed maniage between Imperialism and rationality. Though "Empirical
science.. ,[was] consistently allied with the forces of Western empire"(Bakerll),
Imperial discourse's claim to the high ground of rationality isundercutbythefactthat
nineteenth-century European empires frequently employed doubIe standards in their
treatment of indigenous peoples and the environment as a means ofjustifying their own
superiority, while at thesame,time reducing these "'others"to the background as
secondaryconcems. This manifests in many ways, including the:
colonizingclass['s insistence] on their radical difference from the
colonized as a way of legitimizing their own position in the colonial
community... [whilc] at the same time [insisting], paradoxically, on the
colonized pcoplc's essential identity with them-both as preparation for
the domestication of the colonized and asa moral andphilosophicaI
precondition for the civilizing mission. (Spun 7)
Empiresthereforesought"todominatebyinclusionratherthanbyconfrontationwhich
recognizes the independent identity of the Other"(32). Thisisanexamplebothof
Imperialism's essential division between selfand other, and aIso the inherent
ambivalence of this separation. This ambivalent view of colonized peoples as
"altemativelyessentialtoanddestructiveofthecolonialorder"isparalleledin
Imperialism'SSimUltaneous"idealizationofll~atureandofl11anin his natural state... [and]
subordination of nature to human use and improvement'· (122, 159). Indeed, as Said
explains:
thc authority of the observer, and of European geographical centraiity,is
buttressed by cultural discourses relating and confiningthenon-European
toasecondaryracial,cultural,andontologicaistatus.Yetthis
secondariness is, paradoxically, essential totheprimariness of tile
European. (70)
Inthisway,postcolonialism'sandecocriticism'sagendaofexposingthccontradictory
nature of Imperial discoursc'sattitudes toward natives and wildc111cssmakesitanapt
theoretical frame for discussing Antarctic identitysincethe"Mythological and literary
traditions sUIToundingAntarctica have often constructed the continentintermsofthe
breaching of inner and ollterspacc" (Leane, "Locating"230). Inthissense,theconflation
of contradictory opposites in Imperialdiscourseintuitivelycoincideswiththethematic
conflation of inner and outer spaces in Antarctic representations
The ambivalences that exist within Imperialist dichotomies, Iikeself/other,
civilization/nature, and rational/irrational, are the ground on whichlapproachmy
primary texts. The Ancient Mariner, Pym, andAn AntarcticA1ystelY all deal with
anxictiessurroundingambivalence,thoughthesecoalesceindifferentways. InAnciellf
Maril1er, literary ROlllanticism"s"colllplicitywith,and its resistanceto, the colonialist
discourses of... Britain" is projected in the text's ambivalent tonetowardlmperialislll
(Fulford and Kitson 12). Alte111atively, in Pym, Poe's preoccupation with the Gothic
leads to depictions of abject horror and theullcanny, which generateterrorthroughthe
conflation of the familiar with the unfamilia~~Horner250). This is also punctuated by
(Edmonds 2) FinaIlY,AIl.Alltar,cticM'ystel}'blursboththeselparati,)nbetween what "ruan
foreign (139-40),aswell as the continuity established in Poe'sPYIIl
appropriatenessofreadingthcmthroughapostcolonialperspective
besides, which contests the tenns and territories of both"(2388)
the alien Antarctic environment, but as a synthesized hybrid ofthctwo
treatment of the whole of nature by Imperia~~owers As Hllgganand Ti,ffin e:,plain:
Postcolonial studieshascometounderstandenvironl11ental issues not only
as central to the projects of European conquest and global dOl11inat ion,but
also as inherent in the ideologiesofll11perialisl11 and racisl11 onwhich
those projects historically-and persistently-depend. (6)
Imperialism, hence, categorically denies the agency of the non-human in favour of its
own anthropocentric discourse. In fact, "Within many cultures - and not just Western
ones-anthropocentrism has long been naturalized. The absolute prioritization ofone's
own species' interests over those ofa silent majority is still regardedas being'only
natural'"(5). To a great extent, this dismissal of non-human nature belies themodern
historyofhumanity"sinteraction with it
But what exactly is ecocriticism? In his text Ecocriticism, Greg Garrard draws
from the work of various scholars in the field to explicate the tenn . Perhapsthemost
straightforward isCheryll Glotfelty"s conception of it as"thestudy of the relationship
between literature and the physical environmenf'thatprovidesan"earth-centered
approach to literary studies' (Glotfelty xix). Following Richard Kerridgesfonllulation
of the term as seeking answers to the"environmental crisis"(Garrard 4),Garrard also
notes that "the emphasis on the moral and political orientation 0 ftheecocritic and the
broadspecificationofthefieldofstudyareessential"(4)toiISpurpose and methodology.
Asa fieldofstudy,ecocriticism has its origins in environmental ism's "crucial
contributions to modem politics and culture"(Garrard 2). Ithassubsequentlybeen
compared to Feminist and Marxist discourses for its "avowedly political mode of
analysis" and its marriage between its core subject (in this case,theenvironment) and
social concerns (3). Scholarship in thisarca2~haracteristicallYbegan with
an exclusive interest in Romantic poetry, wilderness narrative andnature
writing, but in the last few years [it] has turned towards a more general
cultural ecocriticism, with studies of popular scientific writing, film, TV,
art, architecture and other cultural artefacts such as theme parks,zoosand
shopping malls. (4)
Reflecting the field"sbroadeninghorizons,'"ecocritical theoristshavebecomemore
transnational'" (Roos and Hunt 5)in scope. This trend runs concurrent to a move by
postcolonialists toward recognizing that '·the reality of envi ronmentalistimperatives[is]
among other political issues in postcolonial nations'" (5). As a result, there has been a
"growing body ofexcellent scholarship...creating a dialogue betweenecocriticaland
postcoionialthcory"(5)
TheinterestAntarcticliteraturepresentsforbothpostcolonialandecocritical
studies lies in the fact that since Antarctica has no indigellous humanpopulationto
dissellt from or resist appropriations of its place, such actsof"l iterarycolonization"are
justified by the Western be1iefthatnature"stands foranemptyspaceinthediscourse,
ready to be charged with anyoneofa number of values" (Spurr 168). Ironically, though
thisliteraryreflectionoflmperialistattitudesaccordingly"treats nature as radically
Other, and humans as cmphaticallyseparated from nature and animals,"atthesamctimc
it establishcsthc'"blankncss"" of nature as a nccessaryconditionforthclmpcrial
justification of its appropriation (Plumwood 504). This mirrors thc way that "colonizcd
pcoplesaresccn,quitcaccuratcly,asahcmativclycsscntialto and destructive of the
colonial ordcr'" inothcrcolonialist fiction (Spurr 122). Naturc" spresumcd blankness is,
howcvcr, onlya cultural blankness. ASOud;;kirkcxpounds
culture is different from other processes we currently call 'natural 'or
'wild," but we have to acknowledge that culture is an evolutionary
emergent.1tsdifferenceisthatitrequiresadditionalconceptsfor
understanding it, concepts that are necessary for and that are
inappropriately applied to understanding the rest of nature. (282)
From this arises a pivotal distinction: becauseplacehood isacuItural construct, nature, as
separate from culture, would seem to be excluded from its creation. While this is true in
principle, when considering the creation of placehood through Ii teraryrepresentationsit
isimportanttonotethatthedepictionofnatureinthoserepresentationsisalsoafonnof
cultural construction. IS Byextensionth~n,authorssuchasColeridge,Poe,and Vemedo
not use nature itself in creating Antarctic identity, but theculturalconstructionofnature
A ready example of this isthe AlbatfOss in The Ancienf Mariner; though the bird in the
poem is evoked from the real-world idea of an albatross, the symbolic resonance it carries
in the poem, and indeed the English canon, clearly indicates that itisacultural
construction. This appropriation of nature for cultural ends issimply another means by
which authors exploit its "cuitural blankness"" by infusing it withextemallyderived
Though"Throughoutwestem intellectual history, civiiization has consistently
been constructed byoragainst the wild, savage, and animalistic" (Huggan and Tiffin
134),ecocriticism seeks to remedy this erroneous Imperialistic conception of the
relationshipbetweenthclll. As Plulllwood asserts, while:
It is usually now acknowledged lhat in the process of Eurocentric
colonization, the lands of the colonized and thenon-hulllan populations
who inhabit those lands were often plundered and damaged,asan indirect
result of the colonization of the people.... What weare less accustollledto
acknowledgingistheideathattheconceptofcolonizationcanbeapplied
directly to non-human nature itself. (503)
This broadening of the postcolonial scope to address the whole of nature rather than just
human actors is also conducive to theexalllination of Antarctic literaryrepresentations
The extension of my theoretical frallleinto the realm ofecocriticismishencedesirable
since nature, in the fonn oflandscapeandanimals,isacommon uni fyingaspect found in
the constructi<;ms of the Antarctic in The Ancient Mariner j Pym, and A" Antarctic
MystelY·
Max Oelschlaeger's concept of wilderness as something that "'is essential in
revealing to us what it Illeans to be civilized human beings"(8) brings to the fore the
civilization/nature dichotollly that I seek to exallline. In his work The Idea ofWildemess,
Oelschlaeger indicates the need for scholars to re-examine the nineteenth-century
Western belief that "European culture was the crowning human achievement, providing a
yardstick by which cultures in other times and places might bejudged"(6-7). Instead,
Oclschlaegeradvocatcsforanewtheoreticallenswhichrecognizesthat"experiellceof
thewildernessasan'othcr" is neccssaryto any grounded understandingofhuman
beingness and articulation of individual identity"' (8-9). Theneed for this reconception is
echoed by the fact that the
Eurocentricfon110fanthropocentrismdrawsupon,andparallels l
Eurocentric Imperialism in its logical structure. Ittelldstoseethehuman
sphereasbeyondoroutsidethesphereof'llature,'construesethicsas
confined to the human (allowing the non-humall sphere to be treated
instrumentallY),treats non-human d(!Jerellceas inferiority, and
understands both non-human agency and value in hegemonictenns that
deny and subordinate them to a hyperbolized human agency. (Plu11lwood
504)
Since Imperial discourse's"construction of non-humans as 'Others'involvesboth
distorted ways of seeing sameness, continuity or commonality with the colonized 'Other,'
and distorted ways of seeing their difference 6r independence" (504),Oelschalegeris
advocating recognition of that sameness, continuity, orcommonalityin order to affirnl
primitive while acknowledging differences" (OelschlaegerI, 7). In this thesis,
Oelschlaeger's framework is particularly useful for examining the tcnsion bctween the
natural and human worlds, as well as the agency of the Albatross in Co leridgc'sAnciell1
Mariner, and the conflation of domestic and wild spaces in Verne's An Antarctic
Myste,y
Animalsfonn a specific subdivision of non-human nature in the primary texts I
consider,andreprcsentafurtherareaofoverlapbetweenpostcolonialtheoryand
ccocriticism. The animals in these texts reflect the dichotomy of civilization/wilderness
that is inherent to Imperial discourse; theyaresimultaneouslyclass~/iedasbeing either
domesticated or wild, but also exploiled in t~~ name of exploration and survival. The
treatment of animals by the human characters of these primarytexts is therefore an
extension of the Imperial belief that anything natural is "merelyavaluableresource"to
be used for the ends of civilization (Oelschlaeger4). Of particular interest here is the
ideaofanimalagency,orhowlmperialdiscourseothersanimalsto such a degree that
they are merelycommoditized or fetishized, and thus"rarelyseenasindependentactors"
(HugganandTiffinI91)
Chapter 2 of this thesis wilJ discuss how Coleridge's Tlie Rillle o{tlieAllciellt
Mariner constructs Antarcticplacehood. Through an examination of the tensions
between the natural, supernatural, and human elements of the poem, this chapter will
demonstrate how the poem embodies the Romantic Mov~ment's ambivalent attitudes
toward Imperialism, culture, and nature, which parallels similar dichotomies in Imperial
discourse. The Mariner himselfarises as the central liminal figurethatexi stsina
perpetual state of being "in-between,"thereby personifying both the work"sthematic
blurring of divisions and motifofboundarybreachingcommon to Antarctic
Chapter 3 will explorehowplacehood is created through the Gothic genre and the
underworld journey narrative archetype in Edgar Allan Poe's The Narrativeo/Artllllr
Gordon Pym o/Nantucket. The Gothic"s preoccupation with abject horror and the
uncanny colludes with the underworld journey's pervasive theme ofl iminalityinthis
worktopresenttheactofAntarcticexploration,andindeedlrnperialismat large,asa
processofconflatingboundaries.lnthiswa~~theliminalityreSuItingfromthisconflation
effectively allows Poe to lend the Antarctic identity bychargingit withextemal cultural
value that is specifically American. The Gothic is related to the postcolonial through
their"shared interest in challenging post-eniightenment not ions of rationality" (Smith and
Hughes i). Furthennore, the fact that"both iandscape and people(indigenousor
otherwise) are seen [and portrayed] as uncanny" (5-6) within coionialfictionprovidesa
further link between the two and allows fora ready appiication of postcoioniaitheoryto
Pym's Gothic elements.
The fourth chapter of this thesis will examine how identity is createdforthe
AntarcticinJuiesVerne'sAnAntarcticMystelythroughintertextuality. As a sequel of
Pym, this work not only calls into question the identities that arecreatedinPoe'stext,but
in doing so also revisits how Poe constructed Antarcticplacehood. In setting up an
expiicit contrast bctween his work and its predecessor, Vcmethcrcbymarksamovemcnt
away from conceiving of the Antarctic asa culturally Impcrialisticreflcctionofspecific
national idcntitiestoward itstwclltieth-cellturyreconfiguration as a placedcfincd by its
ncutralityandglobaiculturalconvergcnceandcoopcration-asthecmbodilllentof
culturalintertextualityitsclf.
Finally, chapter 5 will addrcss trends in thcevolution ofAntarcticplacehoodasl
have described it here. This progression can be iinked to thc treatment ofenclosurel 6 in
Coleridge's,Poe's,andVcmc'stexts,sincethechangeinthenatureofthisthelllcfrom
being an oppressive foreign force to being a cozy dOlllCStic one also corresponds to the
progression in Antarctic identity construction from being an unknown and alicn place that
is set up in opposition to the familiarWestem setting to being a physieallyandeulturally
familiar one. Thislargertransfonnation in how Antarctica is figured in Iiteratureisa
macroscopic embodiment of how each of these separate works generates Antarctic
identity from ambivalent forces and theconflation of boundaries and dichotomies.
Chapter 2 - All Between and All Around: Ambivalence in Coleridge's Allciell1
The period following James Cook's circumnavigation of the world in high austral
latitudes in 1772-73 marks an important time in Antarctic exploration history. On one
hand,Cook'svoyageconcJusiveiydispeliedthenotionofatemperateTerraAustraJis
Incognita, a long-held geographic myth of an unknownlargesouthem Iandm3ss
"stretching from Chile to Australi3,"therebyopeningthe Westernimaginationtore-
envision all kinds of new potentialities for the Antarctic region (Siskind 12). According
toWijkmark
ThefictionaidevelopmentoftheAntarcticthemecioselyfoliowsA
trajectory from unknown to known, reacting to a relatively well-defined
seriesofhistoricaievents... [beginning] with a statement of [John Cleves]
Symmes in 1818thatbeyondtheicebarrierthatthwartedCook"sprogress
there was a huge hole-in-the-poiethat opened up to the interiorearth. The
publication of the narrative of the U.S. Exploring Expedition in 1845,
making the Antarctic known to the American pubiic for the first tim•. (86)
Prior to the publication of the Wilkes expedition"sdetaiIs,"Antarctica was still just a
hypothesis [and] speculative fiction [was free to expiore] itsimaginativepotentiai"(86).
Of the four major fictional works l1 featuring Antarctica that were published between
1770 and 1845, Coleridge's Tile RimeojtlleAncienl Mariner is perhapsthemost
celebrated; this poem's fantastic tale embodies the type of Antarctic reimagining that was
occuningacrossWesterncultureatthetime.
As Coleridge's most popular poem (Kooy 45), Tile Ancient Mariller remains a
seminal selection in 3nthologies of Romantic and English poetry (Shaffer6),evenin
translation. As McGann indicates, however, "'Though [this poem was] well known to
readers in the first two decades of the nineteenth century, no earIyconsensus about the
meaning or the value of [it] was reached" (35). Early reception of the poem saw its
critics divided into two factions-those who '"valued the poem for its ability to keep "the
mind in a placid state ofwondennent'" (Lamb qtd. in McGann 36), and those who
rcbuked it for its extravagance (McGann 36). Though the poem "was recognized to have
an intellectual or allegorical import [during Coleridge's lifetime]"' (37), it was not until
themid-ninetcenthcenturythat"critics first began to develop explicitly symbolic and
allegorical interpretations' (37). McGann notes that
Those mid-Victorian readings established the henllcneutic modelswhich
have dominated the subsequent history of the poem's interpretations.
Though details and emphases have changed and shifted, and though the
commentaries have become more cxtcndcd, the fundamental interpretative
approach has not altered significantly since that time. (37)
This"fundamental interpretive approach"(37) to the poem reliesontwobasic
assumptions, first that Coleridge intended "his poem to be read symbolically or
allegorically"'(37),andsecondthatthepoell1itselfreliesona"Christian-sYll1bolic
schema' (37). A considerable number of contemporary scholars still primarily espouse
historical-based or author-centered methods l8 ofexamination that draw upon the greater
current "access to materials (manuscripts, letters, notebooks, marginalia) [that were]
unavailable, for the most part, to nineteenth-century critics"(Haven 360) as a means of
opening up new avenues of inquiry, The fact that the majority of "modem interpretations
[of TheAllcient Mariller] represent variant rather than altemativeversionsofnincteenth-
century commentaries"(Haven paraphrased in McGann 38) perhaps suggests the necd to
move toward other approaches of reading the text
MyexaminationofTheAnciefltMarinerwiliavaiiofpostcoionial andecocritical
lenses l9 principally because the creation of reflective identit ies for the Antarctic in
Coieridgc'sTheRimeoftheAncientMarinerhingcsonthepoem'sconstructionofa
dichotomy between theChuman) forces of Imperialism andtheCnon-human) forces of
nature. While Imperialist discourse, which "naturalizes the process of domination [and]
finds a natural justification for the conquest of nature and of prim itive peoples"CSpurr
156),isat the root of the ship's purpose and the crew's actions inAncienfA1ariner, it also
creates ambivalence surrounding the sailors' relationship withnature. This ambivalence
is most clearly demonstrated in the Mariner"s murder of the Albatross,which is the core
ofthepoem·sallegoricalsignificance.lnafurthermoveinthepoem,thesupernatural
arrives to triangulate both the natural and human realmsinthistext, and seeks to restore
order in thc wake of their impotcnce to propcrlyatone forthemurdcroftheAlbatross
concerning lmperialist discourse itself; through itspresentation of multiple, often
contradictory stances regarding the colonial mission, thc poem "articulatcs resistance to,
and/or anxiety about, cultural Imperialism, even as [it]aiso, inotherareas, remains
complicit with if' (Fulford and Kitson 5).
2.1 Nature and Imperialism
NatureisoneofthebrreatestsourcesofcontradictioninColeridge'sTheRimeof
fhe Al1ciel1t Mariner, mainly because of the ambivalent relationship between humans and
non-humans in Imperial discourse. On one hand, Imperialism "treats nature as radically
Other, and humans as emphatically separated from nature and animals" CPlul11wood 504)
This attitude is rooted in the facts that in the eighteenth century "the vast majority of
status·(HeymansI9),andthat··theproh'fessiveurbanizationofBritishsociety... resulted
in a more detached and scientific outlook on the natural world" (23) . Yet, as scholars
such as Plumwood (2004), Ouderkirk (2002), and Oelschlaeger(1 991) have indicated,
"experience of the wilderness as an 'other' is necessary to anygrounded understanding of
humanbeingnessand [the] articulation of individual identity'. (Oelschlaeger8-9)
Though culturc and nature are thcrefore Othcrs of one another, theyarealsol11utually
Asa significant part ofthcircolonial agcnda, European powers soughtout
virginal lands through nauticalcxploration for thc "intertwined"CFinney90) purposes of
"scicntificdiscovery, of national ag,bJTandizcl11cnt, andofcol11l11crcialandl11ilitary
advantage'·(90). Accordingly, the accounts of such cndeavoursservcd to "tamc" or
rationalizcthcexoticrcgionsoftheworldthroughthc"[authoritativelcns] of the
Europeanobserver-[the] traveller, merchant, schoiar, historian, [and] novelisf'CSaid
69). Since the purpose of the voyage in TheAncientMarinercanbeassumedtohave
bccnmotivatedbysimilarlmperialistjustificationstorationalizeand exploit the distant
regionsoftheworld,the languagcused by the Mariner to describe the Antarctic should
reflect the perceived Imperialistic value of the Antarctic. Revealingly, though, the
Mariner chooses to describe Antarctic space as dcsolatc and hcnceofnoapparent
c011lmcrcial or strategic valuc to a conquering Imperial power
And through the drifts and snowyclifts
Norshapesof11lennorbeastsweken-
The icc was herc, the ice was there,
It cracked and growled, and roared and howled,
Like noises in a swound! (Coleridge 55-62)
Interestingly, these two four-line stanzas have moreconsistentintra-linerhymcschc11lcs
than the surrounding stanzas, with the first and third lines in each being fonned by two
rhyming half-lines. The stanzas directly preceding and following thcse two do
demonstrate a similar intcrnal rhyme sche11le, but only in oneofeitherthe first or third
lines, not both. The fact that the above stanzas both consistent ly use rhY11ling half-lines
intheirfirstandthirdlinesmakesthemstandoutfromthesulToundingstanzas. This
eight Iincs providcthe first description in thc poem
and "all around ..' The fact that the word "ice"" is repeated fourti mes in three lines, and is
described as being both "'between"and "'around"suggests that it is literally everywhere,
not only around spaces but also between them. The depiction of ice as ubiquitous
presents an undifferentiated environment, a limbo with no landmarks against which the
ship may navigate. The additionai "crack[ing)," "growl[ing],""roar[ing]," and
"howl[ing]" of the omnipresent ice further creates a scene that isi ronically
claustrophobic despite its extreme vastness
In this instance, nature, in the foml of the imposing ice, is figured as an opposing
force to the ship and her human crew, yet this construction of the relationshipbetween
humanityandnatureasadversarialisquicklyundennined. Contrary to Stallknecht's
insistence that "certainly Coleridge had a sense of the ridiculous which would have
withheld him from writing a phantasy [sic] of some six hundred lines on the danger of
cruelty to animals"(560), there is evidence to suggest that the poem addresses the
ambivalencethatexistsinlmperialistattitudestowardtheenvironment by making the
entirepoemanallegoryfortheneedforhumancivilizationtoliveinhannonywith
nature. While this reading runs generally counter to the fact that "Most contemporary
critics see [the poem] as morally unintelligible"(Dilworth 501 ),andspecificallycounter
to popular critical assertion that "'theshootingoftheAlbatross [must be interpreted] as
thesymbolofreason"sconquestoverfeeling'"(564),itisinkeepingwithRomanticism"s
"fascination or even obsession with the pre- and anti-modem ([i.e.] nature... )'" (Makdisi
10), and its call for the "communion between man and nature, especially animate nature"
(Dilworth 526)
Despiteassertionsthat"Coleridgevery likely wrote the earlier stanzas [of the
A/lciell/Mari/ler] without any didactic purpose" (Stallknecht 564), the positioning of the
Albatross as a symbol for the need forhannonybetween civilized humanityanduntamed
nature is cohesive from the point when the Albatross is introduced. Though present from
the introduction of the Albatross, this allegorical interpretation of the poem is best
summarized near the end of the poem with the oft-quoted stanzas:
Farewell, farewell! but this I tell
To thee, thou Wedding-Guest!
Heprayethwell,wholovethwell
Heprayethbest,wholovcthbest
All things both great and small;
For the dear God wholoveth us,
Hcmadcandlovelhall.(Coleridge610-17)
In this passage, the Mariner appeals to Christian values and extends the golden rule of
'love thy neighbour as thysclf to all of God's creations. Thoughthissuccincl
articulation of the poem's eco-friendly theme appears at the very end of the poem, it is
merely the last in a long line of imagery and allusions that establish and develop it
throughout.
that reflects reverence for nature and its forces. Whendescribingthe"Stonn-BlasC
(Coleridge 41) that blew the ship toward the3~outh Pole, the Mariner claims "he I was
tyrannous and strong" (41-42). Themainthingsofnoteherearethatthe"Stonn-Blasf'is
capitalized as though it were a proper noun, and furtheranthropom orphizedwiththeuse
of the pronoun "he." This literal personification of nature is indicative of the ascription
of identity to Antarctica in this text, specifically its identity as a natural place; if people
inherently have individual identities, then by extending personhoodtoaforceofnature
one is also giving it an identity, orat least the potential for one.Furthennore,the
accordanceofreverencetotheStonn-Blast,asreflectedinitscapitalizationandhuman
pronoun reference, and also through its particular d~scription as being ..tyrannous and
strong'" (42),helps to fonn the hasis of The Anciellt Mariner's ailegory for respecting and
living in hannonywith nature in this poem
Byfarthemostobviouselementthatallegorizeshumanity.'slmperialistic
relationship with nature in the poem is the symbol of the Albatross. AsJohn Livingston
Lowes indicates inhis The RoadtoXanadu, the shooting of the Albatrossisthestructural
focal point of The Allcient Mariner, '"bind[ing] inseparably together the three structural
principles' of the poem: the voyage, and the supernatural machincry, and the unfolding
cycleofthedeed's results' (201). Whiletherehavebeenmanysubsequenl
intcrpretations of the Albatross's symbolic significance in the scholarship devoted to The
Anciellt Maril1er, ranging from associating the hird with variousmcmhersofColeridgc"s
family21(Lau82)toitsmurderbeingreprcsentativeoforiginalsin (Stoll 216),somc
critics havedisl11issed the possibility of an ecocritical reading of the bird by presenting
thepropositioninareductioadridiculul11l11anner(225).Nevertheless, as scholar Eric
Wilson suggests in his assertion that the Mariner's murder of the A Ibatrossisl11otivated
by the fact that "the bird'snaturechallenges hisanthropocentricdesires' (171), there is
sufficient textual and critical evidence to support such a reading of the Albatross as the
central symbol in this work'sallegorization of the need forhul11an itytopeacefully
The bird is initially a good ol11en to the Mariner's crew. Itsverypresencecauses
the claustrophobic ice to "split with a thunder-fif' (Coleridge 69), thus allowing their
"helmsman [to steer them] through" (70) to open water by "offer[ing] an orienting
difference"(Wilson 170)amid the undifferentiated glacial background. As an agent of
the natural world, the Albatross's interaction with and deliverance of the Mariner's crew
causes it to becol11e a symbol of the potentially symbiotic relationship that could exist
between human beings and nature. It is only when the Mariner shoots the Albatross, the
emissary of that symbiosis, that things begin to fall apart. By the Mariner's own
admission,hehad
doneahellishthing,
For all averred, [he] had killed the bird
That made the breeze to blow. (Coleridge 91-94)
Inthispassage,theMariner'sdestructionoftheAlbatrossforeshadows not only the
crew'suntimelyend,butalsotheendofhumankind'speacefulrelationshipwithnaturein
the poem. This foreshadowing is soon reali~~d when "the sails [drop] down" (107) from
(110) Thegoodf{)rtuneheral,jedb)lthecompalllyofltheAlbatrosls,whichistthekeyto
Albatross is the linchpin of this pocm's allegorical mcaningsi nee it invokes dire
consequences from thenatural,aswell assupematural,worlds
destructivcncsshad its roots in ideologically "imperialisf attitudestowardthe
environment"(Grove 500) Indee{i,thoulghcriticssulchasEmps"nandEbbatsonhave
nature presents the next best target over which to assert Imperial dominance. The
Mariner's act of killing the Albatross therefore reflects not onlythe desire of the
human culturc(Ouderkirk 282), but also the senselessness ofthatattitude. The Mariner
neverprovidcsajustificationforkillingthebird,hesimplyasser1sthat"With[his]"cross-
bow/[he]shottheAlbatross'(Coleridge8l-82)withoutfurthercommen\. The fact that
heusesanimplcmcntoftechnology-thetangibleproductofhisculture-tofacilitateits
murder indicates the triumph of the cultivated over the wild.
This reading of the Albatross"ssignificance is directly supported by Peter
Heymans's explanation of Coleridge's personal philosophy regardingtheenvironmcnt,
whichm8intainedthatthereisa"tensionbetweentheindependentvalueofevery
organism (biodiversity) and itsl11utuallydependent relationsh ipwith the rest of the
earth·secosystem(biologicalunity)"(17). Heymansfurthernotesthat"TheMariner's
alienating enCQuntcr with an indifferent, even antagonistic natural world paradoxically
gives him a profound insight into the kinship between human and non-humananimals"
(17) and links lhepoem's moral dimension to Coleridge'screation of an ecological
sublime. Thespecificfonn the sublime takes in TheAncientMaril1er,heargues,isa
hybridization of Immanuel Kant's conception of it as··temporarily unbalancing the
equilibrium bctwccnthcselfandother, and ultimately an uplifting synthesis that
aggrandizes the ego'" (18) and Edmund Burke's notion of it as the mitigation of
'·uniformlynegativesensation[sto]tum[thcm]into...muchmore morally ambiguous
experience[s]"'(18). The Mariner's tribulations with the natural and thesupematural
worlds, which are caused by his murder of the Albatross, are hence thesublimcproccsses
throughwhichhecomestorealizetheneedforhannoniousrelations with nature.
The Albatross remains a potent allegorical s)'mbol even after its death.lnan
attemPttosingleouttheMarinerasthechie~;gentofitsdestructiona d thereby absolve
themselves of guilt in its death, the Mariner's crew "[hang] theA lbatross I About [his]
neck" (Coleridge 141-42). Perhaps the most telling aspect of the description of the crew
burdening the Mariner with the dead Albatross is the fact that heremarks that the bird is
used "Instead of the cross"(141). This allusion to the Christian cross can be interpreted
in two very different ways, hinging on the intcrprctation of"lnstead:' First) the word
maybe taken to mean tocompietely repiacewith an opposite. The use of the Albatross
in the place of the cross is mcant to indicate that the crew arc perfonningafofmof
slaying of another fellow "Christian soul" (65)," which effectively causes "The image of
the dead Albatross hanging around the Mariners neck [to] powerfully[convey] a
situation orunwanted,horrifying connection to another being"" (Lau84). Though the
blood of the piOllS bird WQuld certainly have stained the Mariner" s soul,thecrew use it as
a tangible symbol of that staining, but also to mark him asbeingdifferent from the rest of
them by having the Albatross and not a cross about his neck. In this way, the
"substitution [of] the dead albatross [instead of the cross] becomes a symbol of despair"
(Reid 51). Second, the Albatross's carcass being placed upon the Mariners neckmaybe
interpreted as being 'in the stead' of the cross, in the sense that it is meant asasymbol
with parallel referential meaning. In this interpretation, the Albatross's physical husk
retains the symbolic value of the cross asa burden, one that the Marinermustcarryaione.
Arguably, even within the greater frame of the poem where the Mariner is recounting his
tale to the Wedding Guest presumably long after it actuallyoccurred,theAlbatrossisstill
around his neck, but in a purely metaphorical sense-it is the burden that he must
continue to take with him 9n his wider travels and which motivates his "'agony [to return]
/ ... till[his]ghastlytaleistold"(Coleridge683-84)
The cross as a potent symbol within Western culture can therefore be read in this
light as a means of commenting on the ambivalent place of nature within Imperialistic
discourse. If the Albatross-a symbol of nature-is presented as replacing the cross as
both an opposite and a metonym, then nature is simultaneously constructed as being in
opposition but also equivalent to culture. At first this seems paradoxical,but when
examined in light of the fact that Romantic texts often reveal ""the instabilities,
ambiguities and contradictions at the heart ofcolonialism"s discOUfses"" (Fulford and
Kitson II),lhedualuseoftheword"lnstead"(Coleridge 141) is indicative of noI only
the ambivalence surrounding Imperialism and nature, but also how that ambivalence is
foregrounded as a key concern in the poem. Indeed, in her work "Romantic Ambivalence
in Frankenstein and rhe Rime ojtheAncient Mariller,'" Beth Lauexplores many facets of
the poem, including the fact that it ironically '"espouses morals that condemn selfish
alllbitionandadvocatealoving,hannoniousco-existencewithpeopleandotherliving
things'"(78)throughtheMariner"assert[ing]hisdominanceovertheanilllalkingdom
and reject[ing] a proffered relationship when he kills the ITiendly albatross' (78). rhe
AnciemMariner'seco-friendIYllloral is hence created fromtheambi valent depiction of
the Antarctic as silllultaneouslya natural space and the object of IIIIperialislll
construction of place by imbuing the physical environment with social meaning'" (Low
and Lawrence-Zuniga 16). In this case, the physical environment in question isthe
uncharted Antarctic, which becomes the site of The Ancienf Mariner 'sallegorical
commentary on the Imperialistic treatment of nature through the Mariner"snarration
However, nature is in turn depicted in a wider sense in opposition to the supernatural
elements within the Ancienf Mariner, Theinteractionofnaturewiththesupematuralin
thisworkalsocreatesaseriesofvcrytangledrelationshipsthat must be unpacked in
order for the ambivalent portrayal of Imperialist discourse in th is text to be fullyrealizcd
2.2ThcSupcrnatural,Vengeance,andJustice
Thesupematuralcanbeunderstoodasanything"attributedtosomeforcebeyond
scientific understanding or the lawsofnaturc'" (Stevenson,"Supematural"). This
dcfinitionsuggcststhesupematuralisseparatefromthenatural,which isa very
significant point from a postcolonial perspective. The Ancient Mariner has two particular
supematuralelementsthatscrvetoforwardthepoem"sallegoricalmeaning:theinvisiblc
Spirit and evocations of the Divinc. The first of these is evoked by the Mariner"s murder
of the Albatross. Shortly after the Albatross is shot and killed,thecrew begin to
experienceanumberofunsettlingevents,suchasthedyingofthebreeze(Coleridge
I07),theseabecomingdeathlysilent (I IO),and '·slimythings [crawling] with legs/
Upon the slimy sea"(125-26). Themorefantasticofthesehappeningsarennally
explained by the fact that
some [of the crew] in dreams assured were
Of the Spirit that plagued [them] so:
Nine fathom deep he had followed [them]
From the land of mist and snow. (131-34)
The invisible Spirit's vindictive actions are iaterexplained as being motivated by the fact
that"He loved the bird that loved the man I Who shot him with hisbow"(404-05);the
Spirit therefore doggedly pursues the ship and its crew in orderto exact revenge for the
death of its beloved Albatross. This marks an important distinction that Lowes overlooks
inhisfamouscritiqueofthepocm, The Road toXanadu; Lowes main tainsthat"the
'moral' of the poem, olllsidelliepoelll, will not hold water" (274),andspecificallythat
the judicial imbalance of killing two hundred of the Mariner'screwforthemurderofa
single Albatross is"theredllclioadabsllrdlllll of everything" (276).Thoughhenotes
that thc acts of the spirit arc motivated by revenge (208),hccon fuscsl'engeallcewith
jllsliceand presumes that the inherent imbalance between crime and punishment indicates
a fundamental lack ofa moral center to the poem because of its hyperbole. Eventhis
imbalance is tempered by the Divine "turn[ingJ it into penance, [whichJmakesa
significant difference"' (Dilworth 525) in its interpretation
Interestingly, it isnot primarily the natural world that punishes the crew for the
senseless death of the benevolent Albatross, but the supernaturaI world. Naturedoes
react to the murder of the bird by"[droppingdown] the breeze" (Coleridge 107) in order
to strand the crew in the middle of the ocean
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but that is the extent of its ability to seek
retribution. By contrast, the Spirit pursues vengeance by exposing the crew, and
especially the Mariner, to supernatural horrors. Among those witnessed is the phantom
ship captained by personifications of Death and Life-in·Death, who "[cast] dice" (196)
between them for the lives of the crew. All but the Mariner are spared further terror and
instead "[drop] down one by one"(219) as"lifeless lump[s]" (21 8), The more sinister
punishment is reserved for the Mariner, however, who is the sole witness to the deaths of
the "Four times fifty men" (216) that were his crewmates. He is further reminded of his
sin that brought about their doom since "every soul, [as] it passed[him]by,/[was] Like
the whizz of [his] cross-bow"(222-23). The Mariner is then made to endurethe"curse in
[the] dead m[e]n's eye[s]" (260) as they stare at him fora week whi leheisforcedto
continue living in guilt and terror
The Mariner is eventually released from theSpirifsvengeful wrath whennA
springoflovegushe[s]rromhisheaJ1"(Coleridge284)ashewitnesses the beauty in the
water snakes surrounding the ship. Not only does this moment mark the point at which
the Mariner begins to rediscover his Christian cultural values,as indicated by the fact that
he then "blesse[s] them unaware" (285; my emphasis), but since the water snakes are
animals the Mariner's blessing also indicates his movement back toward living in
hannonywithnature. Dilworth argues that this blessing passage is fonnallyprivileged
bya nine-fold spatial pattern of "concentric pairings of images 0 revents·'(500). Asifin
recognition that the horrific punishment has at that very moment completeditspurpose,
[the Mariner's] neck so free
TheAlbatrossfelloff,andsa~~
like lead into the sea (289-91)
Though the Spirit itselfdoes not depart for its southem home until somewhatlater,itisat
this point that its quest for vengeance gives way to Divinejustice,thesecondsupematural
force that seeks to enforce consequences on the Mariner for killing the Albatross. Unlike
the Spirit, the Divine and its agents do not overtly torture the Manneranyfurther, but
rather assist in delivering him safelybacktociviliz3tion. However, as penance for his sin
of killing the ""Christian"" (65) Albatross, the Mariner is henceforthoccasionally
compelled by ""a woful [sic] agony"" (579) to repcat his tale to one needingtohearit(582-
90), lhus making the Mariner himselfa living cautionary tale"
From the perspective of Imperialist discourse, the untamed regions of the world
are lawless, thus providing a justification for the Eurocentriccolonialmission;however,
this poem attempts to undenninethat hcliefby asserting that even those lands outside the
domilliollofhumankindaregovernedonasupematurallevelbytheDivine. So while the
Spirit in the poem may certainly be described as a manifestation a fthe uncivilized or
lawlessprimitivedriveforrevenge,thefactthattheSpiritdefers its revenge in favour of
Divinejusticesignifies that thee1ementsofthe Divinethatassumecontrolprovidean
umbrella under which all of creation lies, human, animal,and Spiri talike. Indeed,
Dilworth's groundbreaking elucidation of newly discovered fomlal patterns of concentric
imagery pairings in The Ancient Mariner further suggests the communion of humans and
animals together in the Divine. According to Dilworth,the fifth such pairing centered
around the Mariner"s blessing of the water snakes consists of:
the two references in the poem to vespers. Early in the voyage, the
Albatross perched on "mast o;6shroud"""for vespers nine (\ine76)-that is,
for nine evenings. At the end of the poem, 'the litlle vesper bell...biddeth'
the Mariner 'to prayer' (lines 595-96). (508)
As Dilworth notes,this'"impl[ies] that cOl11l11union between men andanimalsis
equivalent to or has affinity with social prayer in church-vespers being the Catholic
cOlTImunaleveningprayer"'(508). This interpretation of these structurally linked
passages not only effectively marries the human and non-humanrealms within the
Divine, but also reinforces my reading of the poem asan allegory for the need for humans
and nature to harmoniously coexist. Both of these points are further supported by the fact
that the same reading can betaken from what Dilworthconsiderstobetheccntcrofthis
structural phenomenon, the Mariner's blessing of the water snakes(500). Brokendown
into its constituent parts, this act shares the exact sallleCOlllponentstriangulatingthe
fonnerset OfSYlllbols-hulllankind (the Mariner),the Divine (the blessing), and anilllais
(the water snakes). That this act, which also signifies the beginning of the Mariner' s
redemption,shouldbetheepicenterofsuchaconcertedformalstrategy indicates its
centrality to the poel11's symbolic and allegorical meaning (503)
A key point of distinction of this reading lies in the human and non-humanrealms
being united in the Divine, not Christianity, which is a particularculturalinterpretationof
the Divine. Though the Mariner often conflates the two in this poem, they are
fundal11entallydifferent. Indeed, the Chrislian world view frequently colluded wilh lhe
ideology of Imperialism in establishing an "anthropocentrictaxonomy[that] set man
thoroughly apart from other animals and endowed him with quasi-divine status"
(Heymans19). In this way, if the Divine were conceived as being strictly the Ch ristian
God, the reading of the poem as an allegory:~r the need for harmony between humans
and nature would be undercut byChristianity's notion of humanity"sabsolutesupremacy
over nature. When interpreted outside of the cultural construction ofChristian ity.the
Divine transcends the need to create such taxonomies in the first placesince, as the
Mariner claims,
He prayeth best, who loveth best
All things both great and small;
ForthedearGodwholovethus,
He made and lovethall. (Coleridge 614-17)
Despite the Mariner"s llseofChristian language to describe the Divine,thepoem"s
depictionofitssuccessfulre-establishmentofbalancebetweenthenatural,supernatural,
and human worlds indicates its egalitarian position with regardstoeachofthoserealms
and hence dismisses the Mariner"s specific Christian conception 0 fit
2.3 Liminalityand The Ancielll Mariner
Some of the supernatural elements of The AI1ciel11 Mariner exhibit ambivalcncein
theirliminality. This is primarily demonstrated in the personification of the
"Nightmar[ish] Life-in-Death"(Coleridge 193), who casts dice with Death for the fates of
the Mariner and his crew. The very namc "'Ufe-in-Death"" is itselfcontradictorysincclife
and death are fundamentally opposing stales of being, Life-in-Death wins the Mariner
(197) and decides his fate by drawing him into the ambivalent state of being between Life
and Dcath. In avcryliteral intcrprctation, the Marincrcould bcequated with thc"'in"" in
"Lifc-in-Dcath"ashehenceforthoccuPiest~~liminalspacebetween life and dcath in his
tale. The placement of the Mariner within that space privileges him andtherebycreatesa
further dichotomy of "in"versus '·out.'· This is yet another division that gets blurred
sincethecharacteroftheMarinerissimultaneouslywithinthepoem's inner tale and
outside of it in the larger frame as well. In fact, the context of the larger frame (a
wedding) underscores the poem's supematural elements since the wedding is a religious
ritual and, thus, a cultural association to the Divine. That the Mariner feels compelled to
share his story with a guest at theweddinghencereinforcesthepresenceofthe
supematural and provides a furtherinstanceofliminality in the factthathis·'blessing[by
the divine] ... is really a cursing"(Stoll 215), his salvation IIIerelyanother forn1 of
punishment. Indeed, as Adnan Mahmutovic indicates, as a result of the Mariner being
"won"byLife-in-Deathhe"isaliveandfullyinteractingwiththe worldly (and
otherworldly) things [in the poel1l's larger fral1le], but still detachedfrol1lthel1l. Hehas
no place, and is not in a limbo" (101). Though his occasional need to deliver his tale is
certainly the most apparent aspect of his ongoing penance, themoreunderstatedand
sinister aspect of it is the half-life he is forced to lead as aresult. Extrapolatingfrom
Mahmutovic, this belies the poem's uncanny nature since the beneficentDivinebeing
"Who l1lade and loveth all"(Coleridge617) is shown to be less overtlyforgiving
The··in-betweenness·' of the Mariner in this instance issymptomaticofThe
AllcieIllMariner'sbroaderthemeofliminality. This theme resonates in the larger
poem'sexplorationoftheambivalencesthatexistbetweenlmperialismandnature,and
the natural world (of which hUl1lans a part) and the supernatural world. As the central
figure of this work,theMarinerhimselfisalso a liminal character,existing





a supernatural fantasy. Liminalityis the very crux that allows the poem to reflect its
Romantic ambivalence toward Imperialism, nature, and culture in this work since the
very definition of ambivalence as the "stateofhaving mixed feelings or contradictory
ideas about something or someone" (Stevenson, "Ambivalence") indicates that such
attitudes cross divisive lines by their very nature. A character like the Mariner who exists
in the "in-between" spaces in a work is therefore well-situated to observe and comment
ThoughthereisnothinginherentlylmperialisticabollttheAntarctic, just as there
is nothing inherently Imperialistic about any place, The Ancient Mariner'sdepictionofit
resonates with Imperial discourse. As has been demonstrated, however, the poem does
notconveyeitherawhollycelebratoryorcriticalattitudetowardtheforceoflmperialism,
but rather reflects the ambivalent attitudes that Romanticsheld regarding it. The
Antarcticisthereforesimultaneouslydescribedinl11lperialistic language and discounted
asaworthy 111lperial object; it is a natural place that is at the sa11letimerenderedthe
Otherof,butequivalent to,thecultured,hu11lan world
Chapter3-TheUncanny Underworld: Contlating Opposites in Poe'sAr,h"r
GonlollPym
In Edgar Allan Poe's The Narrative 0/Arthur Gordon Pym a/Nantucket, Gothic
elements play an important role in creating the idea of Antarctica. ThoughPoc'sPym
arguably"resisted(andresiststothisday)genreclassification"(Glasberg,"lmagination"
90),itbciongsat least in part to the Gothic genre due to its "images and incidents of
horror and fantastic mystery appropriate to the most heightened Gothicism"(Zanger
276). Similar to the preceding one, this chapter will examine aspects of the supernatural
3nd the natural as they are presented in Poc'sPym and elucidate not only how the work's
gothicclcmcnts,especiallythosewhichconflatcboundaries,heIpplacethcAntarctic,but
alsohowthcycoincidcwith a postcolonial rcadingofthctcxt. LikcColcridgc'sAlIcie1lt
Mariner, Poe'sbook demonstrates ambivalencctoward Imperial discoursc. Thc"in-
bctwcen"aspcctsofPymarchighlightedinthctensionbctwccnits fantastic and realistic
elements. This coincides with its placement as a "liminal" tcxt in what Wijkmark
identifies as the transition of Antarctic rcprcscntations"from a fantastic to a realistic
mode ... [that] occurred in perfect synchronicity with thcempiricaldiscovcryofthe
continent"(87). Central to my examination is a readingofPoc's Pym asan underworId
journeynarrative;thesimilaritiesbetweenPymandthisnarrative archetype are not only
structural, but also thcmaticgivcn thcircommon postcolonial and Gothic influences,
especially with respect to their creation of ambivalent anduncannyelcmcnts. The
anxieticsthatemergeoutoftheseforcesinPoe'sPymareareflection of how the
Antarctic is constructed in Western, specific;:IYAmeriCan, culturalterms
Poe'sArthurGordonPy11listhetaleoftheeponymouscharacter'sforay,against
the will of his family, into maritime adventures. These lead him first to be caught up in
the incident of mutiny and cannibalism on the brig Grampus, and IateraboardtheJane
Guy to discover and become marooned in a temperate Antarctic region. After affecting
an escape with his comrade Dirk Peters from the island ofTsalal,whichispopulatedbya
murderous and deceitful fictional indigenous people, the tale ends abruptly and
enigmatically with the appearance ofa towering white figure. Theinitialrcceptionof
Poe'sPy11lwasdubiousatbestsince lorevicwerswcrcunsurewhethcrto read the book as
realistic fiction in the manner of Daniel Defoe,orto interprct itasahoax"(Fishcr,
Introduction 114). Inthefaceoffiercccriticismovcrthework,evenPoehimselflater
adlllittedthatitwasa"verysillybook""(Carringer515)" In spite of uncertain critical
reception, the novel inspired two sequels-Jules Verne's "expi icit sequel to Arthllr
Gordon Pym"" (Jones 58), LeSpllinxde GlaceCThe Sphinx of the Icefields;" 1897),
which was translated into English under the new name An Antarctic MystelY in 1898
(Schnabel 139), and Charles ROlllyn Dake's'"fictionalcolllpletionof[~J'm]"(Khouri
172),AStrangeDiscovel:y(1899). There have also been a number of other works created
that draw from Poc's Pym, including H. P. Lovecraffs At 'he Mountains o/Madness,
Rudy Rucker's The Hollow Earth, and Mat Johnson's Py11l,though thesetexts cannot be
considered true sequels of the original. It was not until the mid-twentieth century that
Pym came to be considered hyacademic critics as "one of Poe's mostsignificant
achievements,ifonethatisnotentirelyforthrightinmcaning" (Fisher,lntrodllction87-
88). Interest in the realm ofPym scholarship has grown steadily overthe past few
decades (Ketterer263),though criticism ofPoe"stext hasoscillated between being
positive and negative (263)
Asa genre, the Gothic cmerged out of the Romanticpcriod's prcoccupationwith
how "'thccomplexityofhuman experience could not be explained by inhuman
rationalism" (Smith 2). Indeed,Romanticistssuch as'"Colcridgc, Kcats, Shclley, and
Byron at various times used the Gothic to explore, at different levels of explicitness, the
role that the apparently irrational could play in critiquing quasi-rationalistic accounts of
expericncc" (2). Onc ofthc most pivotal aspects ofthc Gothic genre is the relationship
bctween terror and thesublimc. Terror in thc form of ""Transgressivc, frightening
feelings ... [waseonsidered 10 be] the most powerful [emolion]that people are subjeel to
and therefore the most sublime" (2). Related to lerror, and also a lTequentelemenl in
Gothic literature, is thc idea ofthc uncanny, orthe terror that is generatedwhcn
somcthing familiar becomes unfamiliar and is made"frightcni ng prccisely because it is
llorknownandnorfamiliar"'(Horncr250). This idea was specifically developed by
Freud;asAndrewSmithnotcs
For Freud the uncanny, orllnheimlich,exists in opposition to theheimlich,
or 'homely'. Thellnheimlich'isundoubtedlyrelatedtowhatis
frightening-towhatarouscsdrcadandhorror",whereasheimlichrefersto
domcsticityandsecurity. However,thesetenns are prone to slipping into
eaeholher.(13)
The uncanny is therefore important within Gothic literature beeause of its connection to
that which "arouses dread orhOlTor"" (13),but also because "feelings of uncanniness may
represent...anxietieswhicharerevealedindisturbingways"(l4). The uncanny itself is
the perception that "there is s011lething uncanny about the femal egenitalorgans'"(Homer
251) even though "this 11l1/zeimlich place, however, is the entranceto the fom1crheim
(holllc) of all human bcings"(Frcud qtd. in Homcr251). Throughthcuncanny,thcn,thc
Gothicissi11lultancouslytiedtobodilymetaphors,aswellasprocessesofothering,
defamiliarization, con flat ion, and ambivalence
In this way, the Gothic and the postcolonial sharc a common ground since, like
writing about colonial phenomena, "Gothic tales, theircontradictions,ambiguitiesand
ambivalences provide a dcnseand complex blend of assertion anddoubt,acceptanceand
defiance, and truth and falsity [that provides] a space in which keyelementsofthe
dominant culturcbccolllcdcbatcd,affinllcd and qucstioncd" (Slllithand Hughcs3). In
fact, as Smith and Hughes point out:
An historical examination of the Gothic and accounts of postcolonialis11l
indicate the presence ofa shared interest in challenging post-
enlightenment notions of rationality. In the Gothic, as in Romanticism in
general,this challenge was developcd through an exploration ofthe
feelings, desires and passions which compromised the Enlightcn11lent
projcctofrationallycalibratingallfonnsofknowlcdgcandbchaviours
TheGothicgivesaparticularaddedcmphasistothisthroughitssceming
celebration of the irrational, thcoutlawed and the socially and culturally
dispossessed (I)
Most importantly for my purpose, however, isthe fact that"both landscape and people
(indigenous or otherwise) are seen [and portrayed] as uncanny"' (5-6) within Gothic
literature; theyare"beyond the possibilities of explanation in European terrns" (Warwick
108). The Antarctic region is indeed depicted as uncanny in Poc'sPym, in part as a result
of the fictitiollS indigenollspeople Poe imagines for it, as well as its sexualized alien
As a writer, Edgar Allan Poc's "name is inextricably entwined with literary
Gothicism" (Fisher, "Poe" 67). Though Gothic elements pervade Poes oeuvre, his main
"achievcmcnt was to describe, by Gothic means, statesofconsciousnessthatpicture
modem man's distress in his search for values" (Mooney 262). This is in keeping with
the narrative of Poe's Pym as its eponymous protagonist falls into an archetypal
undcrworldjoumeythrough the vast Antarctic on his quest for the poIe. Integral to this
joumey is the idea of the uncanny. In Pym, as elsewhere in Poc'soeuvre, the uncanny is
linked to the way that··Poe subtly manipulates Gothicconventionsinthemeand fonn to
symbolize the dangers that lurk when the potentially creative, nurturing,andsexual
female principle in the self is repressed by the ill-inforrned, fearful, andthusdestructively
aggressive male principle" (Fisher,"Poe" 71-72). In a movethat"anticipate[s] Freudian
interests in inner conflicts" (Riggio 515),Poecommonlyexploits tensions and anxieties
sUIToundingthemalelfemaIedichotomy in order to generatetheuncanny. Thisevocation
of the uncanny is also present in Poe's Pym, and in fact fits well with the archetype of the
..typicaIPocnarrator,[whOiS]aSelf-centredsscmotionallyover-wrought and anxiety-
ridden eharaeter" (Fisher,"Poo' 71). These faclors underlie Pym's eotire underworld
journey through the Antarctic and are responsible for both thepsychological terror that it
generates and the specific figuration ofplacc that cmerges.
The Tsalal natives are not only a source of the uncanny in Pym, but are also one
of the text"s most striking aspects since they constitute a purely fictitioussociety. The
very act of their conception in the imagination presents them asrepresentations of the
uncanny, theconflation of the familiar with the unfamiliar; the fam iliarfact that the
Antarctichas"noindigenollshumanpresencc"(Comelius9)becauseofits"extremely
harsh conditions' (9) is made unfamiliar by the creation oftheTsalai people amidst an
equally fictitious Antarctic setting. ThesedctailsdefamiliarizePym'sreadersfroJ11 the
widely accepted facts conceming the makeup of the Antarctic in favoufofthisfictional
representation. Whatemcrges,then,isablurringofthefamiliarandtheunfamiliar,the
l1eimlich with the tml1eimlicl1. Such a "conflation ofopposites...enables a Gothic collapse
between livingldead,human/non-human, and selflother" (Slllith andHughes3),which
contributestothereadingofthistextasanunderworldjourneynarrative
The supernatural is primarily evoked in this text through Pym'slllanyjourneysto
literal and figurative underworlds. The horrors associated with such a trip through the
underworld,particulariyanAntarcticone, invoke Gothicism"s focus on terror and the
uncanny. Since"The stories people tell about the journey to the otherworld [or
undenvorld],therealmofthedead,thusrevealtheirassulllptions about the world in
which they, as the living, dwell" (Edmonds ;~' by figuring the Antarctic as an underworld
to the rest oftheearth,and specifically to Western civilization, Pym causcs it to renect
Western culture by means of negation and inversion.
The equation of the Antarctic with the underworld has a long history. Thenaming
of this region by the Ancient Greeks and Romans bctrays its ncgativeconccptionin
relation to the rest of the world by the fact that it is''designated the opposite ('anti') of
'arktikos,"thenorthempole·(Glasberg,··lmagination··19). Elizabeth Leaneexpounds
upon the symbolism of the Antarctic's ncgativcposition rclativeto the Euroccntricnorth
by demonstrating that:
where the Arctic sits on "top' of the world in traditional cartographY,in
closc proximity to Europe, Asia, and North Amcrica, the Antarctic clings
totheundersideoftheEarth,rcmoteand,untiltheearlynineteenth
century, unseen. Correspondingly, while the two polar regions share some
of the same mythologies (for example, vorticesatthepoles),it is
Antarctica that is associated with horror and is designated as the site of the
world's birth canal or anus. ("Locating"235·36)
In keeping with bodily metaphors in the context of underworld mythology,oneofthe
traditional archetypes ofjourneys to the underworld isthc"jnitiatory passage through a
,'oginadell1ata,orthedangerousdescentintoacaveorcreviceassimilatedtothemouth
ortheuterusofMotherEanh"(MirceaEliade,qtd. in Lee 24·25). This is the type of
joumeythat Pym embarks on whcn he descends into the Antarctic with the Jane Guy and
hcrcrew-he is litcrally travclling into theundersideofthcworld,butthatmovement
also shares commonalities with underworld journey motifs frOI11 classical mythology.
Any underworld journey brings with it "an implicit contrast with this world; for
the strange, the unfamiliar, the other can only be explained in terms that are familiar.
even ifonlybya negation ofthoseten11S" (Edmonds 2). This definition of the
underworld as one of inversion, negation, and defamiliarization is important not only
because it establishes it as a negative imageofthelivingworld,but aIso because it
provides a natural link to the idea of the uncanny, which isan importantelementwith
Gothic literature due to its ability to incite or evoke dread orhorror (Smith 13). Aswill
become clear, the uncanny is also pivotal to Pym's ultimate escape from the Antarctic
Pymisburiedalivetwiceinthebook:oncewhenheishiddenbelow-decks on the
Grampus, and again when the Tsalal natives try to kill the Jane Guy"s crew by causing an
avalanche ill the ravine pass. Both events situate him ill literal undenvorldsalldare
associated with not only darkness and death,but alsowithorientatioll since Pym is
"beneath" or positioned ""under"in both cases. Both instancesalsobearthedistinctive
markingsofPoc's fiction since"Most key moments of action in Poe['socuvrc]
conspicuously involve severely restrictive enclosures"" (Carringer508).Therepetitionof
this motifofPym being buried alive draws attention to the largerunderworldnarrative
taking place in this work-Pym's literal and metaphorical journey throughtheAntarctic
underworld. Coinciding with the fact that"ln Poe['s oeuvrej,the psychic Iifeofthe
character produces events that harmonize metaphysically with thesettingandthegcncral
atmosphere' (Mooney261),thistext"sAntarcticsetting. as the literalundersideofthe
world,ismeanttoparalleIPym"smetaphoricalunderworldjourney.
Like other classical underworld joumeys that Radcliffe G. Edmonds maps in
Myths ofthe Underworld Journey: Plato. Aristophanes. and the "Orphic" Gold Tablets,
Pym'sjourneythrough the Antarctic underworld can be shown to fit into van Gennep's
schemaoftheriteofpassage,a"three-part transition consist ingofseparation,liminality,
and reaggregation"(18); not only does Pym "[separate] himsel ffTomtheworldofthe
living, [he also] goes through a liminal period in the realm ofthedead,and is finally
brought back into the normal world as a new person"(18) changed by his experiences in
the underworld. Though thisarchetypai mappingcertainiydescribesthestructuralflow
of Pym's journey, it isin comparing Poc's narrative to the plot motifsofclassical
underworld journeys that the most striking parallels can bc made. First,PymtheJane
Guy, and her crew overcome a series ofobstacles to get to the Antarctic, which parallels
the fact that "Among the most common obstacles in Greek myths of the journey to the
underworld are barriers to prevent one from entering the realm of the dead" (22). As
Often a geographic barrier separatcs the world of the living frOtn the realm
of the dead. The underworld is faraway, to the east orto the west, upon
high or down below. While the barrier l1lay simplybea large physical
distance between the realms, bodies of water frequently appear as barriers.
(22)
So too is the Jane Guy'sjourneyto the Antarctic complicated bya numberofobstacles
She traverses a body of water to reach her destination, and thedi stanccisextremc,
especially considering the fact that shehailsfrol1l Liverpool (PoeI07).Thefactlhatthe
boat becomes "col1lpletely heml1led in by...i~~··(Poe 125) evokes another physical
barrier, one which PYIll and the crew ultimatelysumlountby"forc[i ng)apassagethrough
the smaller flakes into some open water beyond" (125)
Poe'sPymalsosharestheundcrworidjourneynarrativearchetypc'sconvention
that "'The realm of the dead is often characterized bydarkncss and shadowsthallllakcit
easyforthetravelertolosetheway"andthatthc"'powersthathold sway in thc
underworld also present an obstacle for the traveler"(Edmonds 22,22-23). InPoe'sPym
both of these factors are represented by the inhabitantsofTsalaI Island, whose
"complexion[is]ajetblack"(Poe131),whichisreflectedphysicallyinlheunerringly
black features of their native island and the "extraordinarily dark"(131)seathat
surrounds it, and symbolically in their deeply dcceptivc and treacherousnature. The
Tsalal natives trick the Jane Guy's crew into believing them fri ends, only to strike at an
opportunelllomcnt in which they appropriately, though unknowingly,seal Pym ina
litcralunderworldofinterconnectedcavcms. They arc simultaneously the darkness that
misleads, and the rulers ofthc underworld who present obstacles
IfthejoumeytotheAntarcticisthescparationportionofvanGennep'sschcmaof
the rite of passage, and Pym"stimcin the Antarctic isthe liminal portion, then the
reaggregation portion of his rite must occur upon his Icavingthe region. However,Poe"s
PymseeminglyendswithoutprovidingtheexplicitclosureofPym'suItimateescape-
the reader is only made aware that Pym does escape by his prefacetothcnovelwritten
after the fact. Thequestionofltowhedoessoremainsunrcsolvedbetweentheending
and the preface. One can, however, view Pym's encounter with the white figure at the
veryendofthetaleasasortofreaggrcgation,which,ifitisnothiscscape,maybe
construed as the moment of his enlightenl11e~~. To illustrate this point, the mythological
construction oftheAntarcticasa bodily metaphor for the vagil/a dentata must first be
explored. IftheAntarcticisfiguredasavagina,thenfromapsychoanalyticaI perspective
it makes sense that it would evoke associations with the uncanny. With this in mind,
Pym's encounter with the white figure can be seen as a momcnt whcn the ,mheimlich and
thcheimlichmeet. Indeed,at the conclusion of the novel ArthurPym and Dirk Peters,
along with thcTsalal captive Nu-Nu, are confronted with "achasm [that] threw itself
open to reeeivethem"(Poe 175), but this is immediatelyoverridden by the faet that
"there arose in [their] pathway a shrouded human figure, very far largerinitsproportions
than any dwellcr among men"' (175). In this one moment then there is both an opening
ehasm (a vagina) and a rising figure (a phallus) together-the llllheilllliehandthe
heimlichconflatedinthesamespace. Though from a narrative perspective therc is little
closure to this ending, thc metaphorical convergence of the lmheimlich and theheimlich
isamol11entofinversionwhich,inthecontextofanunderworldjourney, could actually
indicate the return to the living world from the realm of the dead. Pym's escape from the
underworld is therefore signified by this conflation of the vaginal chasm with the phallic
white figure, whose appearance Fisher correctly identifies asheraiding the ""culmination
of young Pym'squest forselfhood and maturity" ("Poe"72). However, Fisher's
interpretation ofthejigure instead of the chasm as "a feminine presenceessentialtothe
eompletedevelopmentand maturity of the self' (72) ispuzzlingsinee the dietion Poe
uses to deseribe eaeh-the"reeeiv[ing)" ehasm and the "ar[ising)"figure-c1early
establishestheehasm as symbolieofa vaginal opening and the figureas phallie.
3.3 Postcoloniality, the Feminized Antarctic, and the Uncanny
Pym'sjoumeythroughtheunderworldresonatesonapostcolonialleveI as well.
The mythological construction of the Antarctic as a vagina is indicativeofthiswork's
peTVasive Imperial discoursesince"from the beginning of the colon ialperiod(and
beyond),femalebodiessymbolizetheconqueredland"(LoombaI53). There is therefore
an equation of the feminine with the explored and conquered,aswell asaconverse
equation of the masculine with Imperial exploration and conquest. Likeotherremote
regions, the Antarctic's appeal as a place to be explored isintimatelyconnectedwith
thesegendered tenns, though that connection is intensified given itsmythological
association with female genitalia. As an unexplored wilderness it is considered virginal,
an erotic metaphor which equates its exploration with sexual appeal. As Leane
illustrates, however, the conception of the Antarclic as"virginal"is also;'peculiarly(and
paradoxically)alignedwilh ...themalernalbody"'("Localing·'234),whichisthevery
sourceoflhe anxieties associated with the uncanny that the region inspires. This
interpretation is in keeping with Lee'scollception of Pym's underworldmotifasa"sort
of difficult binh process through Iwhich] ... Pym finally emerges reborn" (25),which
mirrors the fact that in classical mythology the underworld's"binaryoppositionbetween
life and death is mediated by ajourney belween the realms of life and death,and the
living individual overcomes death and comes to new life through this journey" (Edmond
19)
A metaphor ofpenet'ration can also be discerned from the fact that the Jane Guy
must first"forceapassagethrough the smaller flakes [of ice] into some open water
beyond" (Poe 125) in order to begin explori~~ the region. Indeed, this forced entry could
be construed asafonll of violation, orat the very least thebreakingofthehymen.lnany
case, the sexualized symbolism of the Imperialistic explorers thrustingforthintothe
virgin, unexplored Antarctic, which in thiscasealsoprovestobequitelush and plentiful
-fertile, even-with plants and animals for consumption, clearly Iinks the act of
exploration to masculinity and male potency, while the explored and exploited are
feminized. Onemayevenarguethat,sincetheAntarcticisfiguredasbothvirginallyand
maternally female (Leane, ""Locating"· 234),theJaneGuy"spenetration of the region
causes it to be both at once, and that which is gestated during the crew"stimethereis
Pym'senlightenment, which is then delivered at the very end of thenarrativewhenhe
encounters the shrouded figure.
Another way in which Pym"sjoumey through the underworld is related to the
postcolonial lies in the fact that, as stated earlier, any depiction of the underworld brings
with it "an implicit contrast with [the rcal] world; for the strange, the unfamiliar, the other
can only be explained in tennsthat are familiar, even ifonlybyanegationofthose
tenllS' (Edmonds 2). Thissymbolicuseofunderworldsprovidesac1earparalleltothe
"rhetorical strategy of negation by which Western writing conceives of the Other as
absence, emptiness, nothingness, or death"" (Spurr 92). Indeed,in"Structuralisttenlls,
the [underworld journey] tale expresses the bipolar opposition betweenlifeanddeath,as
well as the mediation between them" (Edmonds 18), which adds yet another dichotomy
(that oflifeldeath) to the already long list of dichotomies generated from Imperialism's
penchantforothering.
ot only then are the indigenous peopleofTsalal stereotypicallyother" to their
whitcEuro-Americancounterpartsfromapostco)onialperspective,hutthey are
symbolically the··dead" others to the··living"· protagonistswhen read through themo)ifs
of the underworld narrative. Thisotherhoodisproblernatized,however,whenthese
"dead" kill the "Iiving" members of the Jane Guy's crew who arejoumeying through
theirrealm-through theirdeath,thelivingcometo mirror the TsalaI natives' status as
symbolically dead, and in the process evoke the uncanny. As Smith and Hughes indicate:
Thisconflation ofopposites...enablesa Gothic colJapse hctween
livingldead,humanlnon-human,andself7other. This model of collapse
alsQ underpins the process in which the colonizing subject isdisplaced in
its confrontation with racia! othemess, an othemess that is both strange,
distanced and exotic, and yet the site upon whichracial,psychological,
andsexualanxietiesareprojected,Ineffectdifferenceanddistance
become erased. (3)
In killing members of the Jane Guy's crew, the Tsalal natives make them their equals in
two senses - first, because the crew members' literal deaths mimic the Tsalal natives'
being symbolically dead as dwellers of the underworld,and second, because on a
fundamentalontologicalleveldeathistheultimateequalizerofa11 human beings:
regardlcssofrace,everyonedies. Thisconflation of life and death can be examined
using Julia Kristeva's psychoanalytic theory of the abjcct, which Leaneusestodescribe
how ..thedisturbingspatialcharacteristicsofAntarcticaredisplaced onto the alien Thing
found embedded in the ice [in John W. Campbelrs short story'Who GoesThere?"]""
("'Locating"225). As Leaneidentifics,theabject ..threatensboundariesbctween inner
and outer spaces, between subject and object, and between life and death"(230). Oneof
the ways in which this may occur is through theuseo£Yi-Fu Tuan"sconceptionofaUen
splIceassomethingthat"both frighten[s] and attract[s the polarexplorer]byth[e]
prospect of unity with an immense other' (Leane,"Locating"229-30). The death of the
JalleGuy'scrcw3tthehandsoftheTsalal natives by means ofan avalancheinPoc's
Pym therefore presents a fonn of abject terror as it kills the Westem explorer characters
by entombing them within the earth, at once unifying them both with the Antarctic
landscape and with death. The dualism of this unification is very appropriate given that
the Antarctic is figured as an underworld in this work.
The figuring of Antarctica as an undenvorld also coincides with howit is used in
Poe's Arthur Gordon Pym to reflect the Western world. Not only is this in the spirit of
undenvorld narratives, in which descriptions of the underworld itselfare meant to evoke
"an implicit contrast with [the familiar] world" (Edmonds 2), but by making the Antarctic
a cultural mirror for parts of Western society, Poe is causing it tocriticallyreflect
Westem cultural identity. In particular, Poe continues an already-existent analogy
between the Antarctic and America through Pym"s underv,Iorld journey in this work.
As William Lenz indicates in The Poetics ofthe Antarctic: A Sllldy in Nineteenth-






conceptions of nation and selfo (xxi). Given the fact that the Antarctic was the largest
remaining uncharted realm in the world, it is therefore little wonderthat the Wilkes
Expedition, which has been described as a"parallel or alternative texC(Glasberg,
"Imagination" 95) to Poe's Pym, becal1le a profound locus for American cultural identity
Encourag[ing] Americans to reconceive of [their] nation's role in the
world order; [stimulating] global thinking; [offering] an immed iatefocus
for feelings of patriotism; [confimling] andcodifIYing] nationalvalues;
and[allowing]individualstoparticipateimaginativelyinthecommunal
and officially sanctioned cultural activity of exploration (Lenzxxvii-
xxviii)
Indeed, Wilkes embarked on his expedition alongwith"sevenscientists and two artists
[with the aim] to conducl an extremely broad scientific program"(Headland 149)inlhe
southern oceans. Among theexpeditionos most hailed cartographical successes is its
"discover[y] and charting [of] a series of landfalls and 'appearancesofland'"(149) along
a 1500-milestretchofAntarcticcoastlinethat "provided [thefi rst] proof of the existence
ofa &rreat south polar continent, [which Wilkes] wasastuteenough to recognize as fact
and to maintain in the face offonnidable opinion to the contrary"(Bertrand 188).
Perhaps the great allure of the Antarctic within American culturecanbeexplained
bythefactlhal"TheunrulyproliferationofAnlarclicimaginings... in part coincidc[d]
with the extension of the westem frontier"(Glasberg, O'll1lagination'o 51), therebyl1laking
il "a parallel case forlhe idea of Aniarctica' (51). With lhisparallel eSlablished,lhe
Wilkes ExpeditionOsjoumey into the Antarc~~c not only became a 'ocultural synecdoche
for the larger process of American exploration"(Lenz xxvi),but also came to be
considered an American "exploration of origins, an exploration 0 fnationalcharacter,an
exploration of self, of future personal and national dreams. To succeed was to confinn
the mythic status of American pursuits" (xxviii) and hence to con finn the American
belief in manifest destiny. As Gitelman notes, "Wilkes and his companions were groping
fora sense of national identity as surely as they were scouring the South Pacific for land"
(351). On a world scale, the Wilkes Expedition was conducted at the same time as two
other benchmark Antarctic expeditions-one led by France and the other by Britain
(Bertrand 159). The concurrence of this American expedition with those of two ofthe
world's greatest contemporary powers could only serve to legitimizeandsolidifythe
American stake in global exploration
Intheepilogue,PoeovertlyreferencesWilkes"'govemmentalexpedition [that
was then] preparing for the Southem Ocean"(Poe 176) and figures it as a "parallelor
alternative text (or fellow explorer)'" (Glasberg, "Imagination" 95) to his own tale (and
character). The choice to do so was likely prompted bya desire to tap into the cui tural
popularity of Wilkes' mission at its start, which, as previously indicated, was widely built
upas a celebration of American spirit and cultural identity. Inattemptingtocapitalizeon
the nationalistic sentiments embodied by the Wilkes Expedition,Poethereforemarries
American national identity to Antarctic exploration in Pym. This metonymic relationship
is in keeping with the concurrent cultural perception of AntarcticaasAmerica's"'sister"
continent [that] evokes similar national anxieties and dreams''(Glasberg,"lmagination"
52). The fact that Pym emerged out of this cultural atmospheresignifiestheneedtoread
Pym's rendering of the Antarctic region asa
6
;etlection of American culture and identity
If Antarctica is '"in a sense a double of the North American continenf"(Glasberg,
""Imagination"S2) that"evokes similar national anxieties and dreams"(S2),whatisthe
significance ofPym's own personal quest for the pole? Since this work as a whole
"explores the quest motif characteristic of exploration narratives."and identifies the
national quest with the exploration of the Antarctic"(Lenz 41), Pyrn'spersonaljoumey
through the Antarctic can be viewed asa microcosmic version of that grandernarrative.
On an individual level,··toexploreoUllhereisa)sotoexplorewilhill,toprobethe
meaning of the self and community within an alien nature" (Lenz xxii), which is
seeminglywhatPymdoes, ot only does this quotation embody the relationship
between the individual (Pym), his nation (America), and the larger world, it also betrays
the Imperialistic view of nature as something foreign or"alien:' Nature, then, is not
merely alien to the individual and coml1lunity, but it is located ,'owthere" as opposed to
o:within'la singular person or"in civilized society," This division of::out therc.,/uwithin"
also resonates in other dichotomies, such as culture/nature, fam iliar/alien,
civilized/primitivc, livingldcad,and malclfemale, which arc all atplayinPoe'sPym,
cspeciallyinthedescriptionsoftheAntarcticregionanditsinhabitants, Pym'squestfor
thepolcis,then,ononelevelsymbolicofthegreaterAmcricannationalendcavourto
join the ranks of Antarctic exploration missions, and on a related discursive level is
steeped in romanticized Imperialism
The representation of the Antarctic is culturally tied to America in Poe's Pym. but
what if,insteadofbeingits"sistercontinenf" as LenzandGlasbcrghavesuggested,itis
actually America's underworld counterpart? As the underworld of America, the
AntarcticreflcctsAmericancultureandiden~~ty,butthrough negation,invcrsion,and
absence, which positions it asa background upon which to present critical perspectives of
America. A way of interpreting this is through the gendered construction of the Antarctic
and America as female and male respectively. The Antarctic, with its mythic associations
toboththevirginalandlllatemalfelllalebody(Leane,"Locating', 234) is the natural
other to, but complement of, the Imperially "male" America. Indeed, if Pym.·s personal
"quest for the pole"isa microcosm of the grand narrativeofAmeri can exploration, then
steeping that narrative in agendered perspective makes sense giventhatPym'sown
journey through the Antarctic underworld,and specifically his encounters with the
uncanny,havehadgenderedconnotations. At their most basic, the associations of
America and Antarctica with male and female forces are simply ways of characterizing
them in tenllsofpositive and negative, presence and absence. From a postcolonial
perspectivc, this translates into thc vicw that America,asapart of the Eurocentric
Western world, is cultured or already written upon, whereas the Antarctic, dcspite the
fictional human population that Pym gives it, isconceivedofasbeingessentiallydevoid
ofculturc or blank. Thoughthclmpcrialnarrativcconventionallyhasthepositive
tTumpingthenegativethroughconquestandassimilation,inPoc' sPymthisconquest
does not occur. In fact, as prcviouslyindicated,the ending of this work seemstoconflate
the male and female, the positive and negative, signifyingperhapsthat the two are
mutually constitutive and symbiotic rather than diametricallyopposed. This
intcrpretationisinkeepingwiththeideathatitispreciselytheAntarctic'sblankncss,the
potentiality of its space (Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 16),that Illakes it an appropriate
setting on which to projcct Amcrican culture and identity. Though at the time Pym was
writtenAl11ericaitselfstillhadafTontiertha~;ssentiallyel11bodiedthesamesymbolism
ofabscncelpotentiality, that spacc was domcstic, it was already Americanorinthe
processofbecomingAmerican TheA.ntarctic,ho'wever"hadtheviJ1:ueofbeingfar-
same time that it is used as a metonym for America. It is simultruneously cOn'i1ruclf:d as a
designedtoevoke"animplicitcontrasf'(Edmonds2)toit Thisconflati,onofAmerican
to provide a critical perspectivcofAmerica itself.
3.5 Endings
represelltatioll"(Wijkmark87) Them,ostsaliellti,nstaneeoftl1,isisi,'theambigLlityof
thework'sending The t,oxt"s ellign11,tie conclusion pn:sents the qllestiOil of whethe,·the
irrational narrative" (278). Zange:rreje<:tsall,ofthe,;eexplanati,ms.aswell,.sKent
L1ungquist'sfurthersuggestionthat·'thedetailsofPym'sadveIlture [are linked] to some
mythic structure which would provide a kind of privileged validation ofthetexr' (279),
yet as I havedc1110nstrated there are certainly grounds for consideringtheappearanceof
thewhitefigureasacompletionoftheclassicalunderworldjoumeyarchetype.lnfact,
the explanation that the appearance of the white figure completesanunderworldjoumcy
narrative, as opposed to the Titanic myth proposed by L1ungquist(279), answers the
question of whether the figure is real orsupematural-it is both and lleitherin that it
conflates the two just as it conflates the male and female,theheim Iich and the
unheimlich. The figure represents the uncanny precisely because it conflates these
opposing forces, just as its apparition makes a potent ending to this work precisely
because it "resembles in its employment...an emotional climax whose intensity is so
powerful that thereaderc;ustomarilyfailstoask'what happensnext?'oreven·what
conceivablycouldhappennext?'''(278),lndeed,itisappropriatethat the conflationof
the natural (or real) with the supernatural in the appearance of the white figure causes
Poe's Pym to end "with the [same] potential ofindetenninancy' '(Lenz43) that
characterizes all fictional representations of the Antarctic that I examine in this thesis
Though it is therefore a tool cxploited byWestem writers to fonn ulatcthe
Antarctic in whateverwayistonvenient for their themes, theregion'spotentialityof
space (Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 16) is also the source of the anxieties it generates; asa
fictional setting, its qualities ofbeing"remote, antipodean, aIlduninhabited"(Leane,
"Locating" 226) lead to the possibility that "almost anythingcouldbehiddeninits
unexplored regions"(226),m8king ita fertile metaphoric ground for exploring anything
from the margins of the world to the terror t~~t exists within the human psyche. Edgar
With regards to the creation of identity for the Antarctic, this work's
Chiefal1long the strategies used to develop Antarctic identityarethepostcoloniai
and the Gothic's respective preoccupations with al1lbivalenceandtheuncanny,which
themselves are related. The reason ambivaienceand the uncanny aresllch effective tools
for constructing Antarctic identity is rootcd in its inherent lackofculturaiidentity.By
contlatingboundaries and distinctions, whethergeographicorsymbolic,thesetoois
effectively "lend"the Antarctic identities by charging it with external values, specifically
by depicting it as a reflection of America, The use of ambivalence and the uncanny is
hence the process by which the borders between spaces are traversed in order for that
infusion ofl1leaningto take piace. Whiienot unique to Poe'sPym, this phenol1lellon is
particulariyprevalent in the work given its convenient situationasaworkofGothic
fiction with specificpostcoionial resonances
Chapter 4 - The Amplified Antarctic: Overwriting Placehood in Verne's All
AlltarcticMystery
Jules Verne's An Antarct;c MystelY (the SphilLr olthe Ice Fields) is a work
preoccupied with identity. Almost all of the central characters in the text have anxieties
associated with their selfhood, the most common of which are questions of veracity. The
repeated use of the work'scast of characters to draw thereader's attention to problems
surroundingselfhood suggests that An Antarctic Mystery can be read asatextabout
Antarcticplacehood,itsfonnsandmutability. Since this work is a sequel to Edgar Allan
Poe's The Narrative ofArthur Gordon Pym a/Nantucket, by its very nature it revisits and
calls into question the identities that arc created in Pym, and also the figuration of
Antarctica in Poe's text. I suggest that the recurring emphasis on identity issues in All
AlllarcticMystelyis indicative of the way that this tcxt overwri tesPoc'sPym,and
furthemlOrethatthisprocessofrevisionismalsoextendstotheportrayal of the Antarctic
in these two works. Indeed,fromaconjointpostcolonialJecocriticalperspcctivethis
text"srecuningmotifoferasureandrcvisionsignifiesthereclamation of the Antarctic
landscape by nature, and a corresponding shift away from conceiving 0 fitscnvironment
in tenns of its apparent value for human cxploitation. Whatemergesoutofthistextisa
movement away from both Coleridge's fantastic portrayal of the region and Poe's
imposition of American identity on it toward a more realistic and objective conception of
itsplacehood. This is accomplished both through Veme'sintertextual evocation and
hypertextualamplificationofaspectsofPoe'stextaswellasthroughshifts in genre and
authorial style between Poe's Pym and vem;/ All Antarctic Mystery.
Originally published in French as LesSphil/xdes G1aces("TheSphinxoflhe
Icefields'")inI897,AI/AlllarclicMyslelywasfirsltranslaledinlo English in 1898
(Schnabel 139), Despitelhis veryearlytranslalion, "Modern English-language
scholarship on Verne [only] began in 1965 wilh lhepioneeringworkofWalierJames
Miller"' (Evans English 9). As Evansindic3tcs,Vernianscholarship"hascomca long
way since, and some of the very best studies in thepastcoupleofdecadeshavebeen
Anglo-Americaninorigin"(139),resultingin"'averitablerenaissanceofintcrestin
[Verner (140). Even with this renewed interest in Verne, however, scholarly treatment
ofAn Anlarcric MysrefY has lagged in comparison to the attcntion given to his other texts
Critical scrutiny that has been accorded to this work has mainly centered around its
intcrtcxtuallinks with other aspects ofVernc"s own ocuvre, as wcll as direct comparisons
toitsliteraryprcdecessor,Poe·sPym.24
Vemewasagreat'"borrower"ofideas,bothnarrativcandscientific. His debt to
other authors, including Dumas, Defoe, and especially Poe (Meakin600),isawidely
acknowledgcd fact, as is his "insistence on avoidingthemctaphysicalandthe
supernatural,hisadherencetoknownscicncc"(Hartwellvi),whichistheresultofhis
positivistic world view. The particular influcncc of Poe on Verne' soeuvre is most clearly
demonstrated in An Antarctic MystelY, which isjust as much an acknowledgement of
Verne's debt to Pocasit is an attempt to overwri.tc him. There have been several
attempts to comment on the intertcxtual relationship between Poe's Pym and Verne's An
Antarctic MystelY, including Evans's "Literary Intcrtexts inJulesVerne's'Voyage
Extraordinaires'," which explores how Verne "broaden[ed his] own literary
authoritativeness by identifying his novels more closely with thoseofthecanonical
literature(s) of his time" (171); Schnabers"LeSphillxdes Glaces (1897): On the Track
of Arthur Gordon Pym of antucket;' which examines elements common to both An
Anlllrctic Mystery and Pym while showing how the disparity in their representation
between the two works indicate differences in their respective authors'stylesand
discourses; and,most significantly, Meakin's"LikePolesAttracting:lntertextual
Magnetism in Poe, Verne, and Gracq," which rigorously highlights various ways in
which Verne ..transfonns and interacts with Poe's text"' (600). While these critical works
have laid the foundation foradiscussionoftheintertextual reiationship between An
Anlllrctic MystelY and Pym, they have all fallen far short of examining how Antarctic
identity is affected by the interaction between these two works, focusinginsteadstrictly
on the relationship between texts.
4.llntertextuality,Hypertextuality,andAmplification
Veme'sAIIAlllarcticMystelycompoundstheexistingframeofPoc'sPymby
presenting it as an intertext within his own narrativc. The plot ofAn AnlllrcticMystelY
begins in August ofl839-approximatelytwo years after the original publication of
Poc·sPym. As the narrator Mr. Jeorlingindicates, Poe's text physically exists inthe
continuity of this work and isconsidered,as it was in theworldofthereader, to be little
morethanataleof"romancc"(VerneI4),ora"fictionalstoryinverseorprosethat
relates improbable adventuresofidcalized characters in some remote 0 renchanted
selting··(Baldick). However. as Captain Le~5GuYCOnlendsandiSUltimatelyproven
correct, Mr. Jeorling's belief in the commonly held truth that Poe"s Pymisfictitiousisin
fact incorrect. BypostulatingthatPymisafactualaccountinthecontinuityofthiswork,
then, An Antarctic Mystery reinfuses Poe's ruse with new life.
As the very basis of Verne"s An Antarctic A1ystery, Poe' s Pym is a potent example
of the interaction of an intertext with its framing text. Before proceeding, it is necessary
toelaborateontheideaofintertextuality.Thistermgenerallyrefers to the fact that every
text isessentiallya"mosaicofquotations;anytext is the absorptionand transfomlation
of another' (Orr 21). Textsarethen··madeupof ...all thedifTerent discourses, ways of
speaking and saying, institutionally sanctioned structures and systems which make up
what wecaJl culture. In this sense, the text is not an individual,isolatedobject but,
rather, a compilation of cultural textuality"(Allen 35-36). Authorstherefore"dono
create their texts from their own, original minds, but rather compilethem from pre-
existent texts"(35),thusactually making each individual work a'·permutationoftexts,an
intertextualityin the spaceofa given text" (35)
However, to describe the relationship between Pym and An Amarctic MystelY as
simplyoneofintertextuala!lusion,or ..theactualpresenceofonetext within another"
(Allen IOI),isstill vague and insufficient dueto the extensively and int imately
intertwined nature of their plots within a common continuity. Instead,thenotionof
hypertextualitymoreclearlydelineates the relationship between these two works. First
coined by Gerard Genetteasa meansof"particularlyrefer[inglto fOrT1lsof literature
which are intentionally inter-textual" (Allen 108), thisterT1l encompasses"any
relationship uniting text 8 ([calledl the hypertext) toan earlier text A ([called] the
hypotext), upon which it is grafted in a man;~ that is not that of commentary" (Genette,
qtd.in Allcn 107-08). In thc particularcasccxamined here, Vemc'sAnAntarctic
Mys1eIy would be the hypertext of Edgar Allen Poes hypolext, The Nurrati,'e ojArtllllr
Gordon Pym ojNantucket. The main advantage of following Genette's framework is that
he has already extensively studied and systematically defined the"manner[s] in which
hypertextualtranspositionsarcmadeofspecifichypotexts. Texts can betransfonned by
processes of self-expurgation, excision, reduction, [and] amplificGtiOIl"(109,my
emphasis). It is thc last of these processes-amplification-that Veme uses to extend
upon Poc's Pym in order to create his sequel. Indeed,theprocessbywhichVeme
exploitsabsencesofdetailinPymisafonnofhypertcxtualamplification, which can
further be broken down into the sub-processes of"cxtension, contamination and
expansion" (Allen 110), Veme exploits thepotellliol continuity of the hypotext and fills
in the gaps in the details in that text wilh other plausible ideas, thus extcnding the
continuity of the hypotext to fit the needs of his own hypertcxt/sequel. Though Meakin
goes so far as to identifyPym as thehypotext of All Allrarctic Mystel y (600),hedoes not
explore the idea that Verne amplifies certain details (or gaps in details)ofPyminorderto
overwrite its continuity. This particular type ofintertextual rcvisionism, made possible
byexploitablegapsinthchypotext,thercforcdovelailswithLeanc'sfonnulationof
Antareticplacehoodasbeingderived from its"lackofstability,i tschangeability,[and]
its boundarybreeching" ("Locating" 236),inextricably linkingintertextualitytothe
construction ofthercgion's identity in An AnlarclicArfystelY.
4.2 Issues of Character Identity
The anxieties surrounding identity in An A"tarctic Mystery come asaresultof
Vemes hypertextual amplification ofaspectsofPym, specifically in hisdepictionoffour
characters-Mr.Jeoriing, Len Guy, Dirk Peters, and Martin Holt. Byfarthemost
prominent of these characters is the narrator, Mr. Jeorling. Jeorling'sselfhoodis
problcmaticforthereadermainlybecauseitgetsconnatedwiththeidentitiesofothers,
specifically Arthur Gordon Pym andCaplain Len Guy. The first of these identity fusions,
betweenJeorlingandPym,occursgraduallyoverthecourseofthenovel. Inthe
beginning, Jeorling is figured as"a man of science and a sceptic, who initially contrives
to reject Pym's tale as mere fiction" (Meakin 603). However, as the narrative progresses
Jeorlingbecomcs increasingly swayed by thc mounting circum stantialevidenceofnot
only the truth of the account relayed in Pym, but also theplausibi litythatothermcmbers
oflheJaneGlly's crew survived the ordeal on Tsalal. In fact, Jeorling'"insidiouslyset[s]
up the reader to accept Poe as an authority, a purveyor of truths andinsights'"(Meakin
603),even if those truths and insights are limited by Pym"s first personperspective.
OnceheadrnitsthepossibilitythatPoe"sPymrnaynotbethefictional""romance"
(Vemei4)thatheandthegeneralpublicfirsltookitas,Jeorlingbegins reading and
rereading the text for evidence that corroborates the facts presentedby Len Guy and
which is further suggested by the discovery ofJane Guy survivor, Patterson, on an ice
floe. ThernoreJeorlingrevisitsthetextofPymthemorehebecomesirnmersedinit,and
eventuallyhebeginstotakeonPym·spreoccupationwith··attempt[ing] to solve th[e]
questionof[the]polarcontinenf·(I39).lndeed,Jeorling·sroieontheshipasa
passengerwiththeCaptain"Seardircctlypa;~lelsPyrn'ssituationontheJaneGuy,and
into the Antarctic region. In this: role, heeve:n goe,sso far as toentic"thecrewby
l1lakebeyond the eighty-fourth parallel"' (97). This onassive fina.lcialcol1ll1litmentisa
An Antarctic Myste/JI and Poc"s Pym - who is Arthur Gordon Pym?
and son (Veme 101). Another quirk of\/emcsMysire,:y is that, ,;ave fc>r the ,Jiscoveryof
Pym'scadaver, Pym himself is physically absent in the work Howe'ver,si"ceJClJrling,
Vemc is doing in AIJ AIJtarcticMystelY. Thist,ext attempts: to encapsu'late the essence of
Pymhimself. Thec'Dnstruction'Jfbotlltext;mdcharacteras"!'ym,b,utnotPym'"is the
key to understanding the revisionist process by which Veme makesa sequel of Poe's
and Len Guy with respect to the question of the Halbrane's Captaincy
parallel to Pylll,Jeorlingeventually'''take[s) on, even usurp[s), the Captain's consuming
obsession with thequesf' (Meakin 603),which is surprising given that of all the work's
main characters Jeorling has the least personal motivation to find and rescue the
marooned crew members of the Jalle Guy. That I,eeveillgoes so far-as to offer "nonllOUS
personal investment. Interestingly, the offering of this ineent ive C011les at a 11lO11lent
when a significant portion of the crew are on the verge of mutinying against Len Guy"s
authoritytotakethe11lbeyond the strictures oftheiroriginaiemploymentagreement,
Jeorling references the fact that
to exact the obedience of these ill-disposed men, and under such
conditions to risk the unknown Antarctic waters, would have beenan act
somecatastrophe_(96)
The mutinous sentiment exhibited by the majority of the crew is, however,piaeatedby
Jeorling'secono11lieineentive. Significantly, it is not Len Guy who authoritatively
resoives the situation, but Jeorling, and the 11leans by which he doesitarenotrootedin
the chain of command, but in legality and eC8~nomics The c,-ew an' legally righ,t to insist
thatthevoyagenottakethembeyondTsalallsland,sotheCaptain's hands are tied.
Jeoriingeffectivelycircumventstheclashbetweenlegalityandshipboardauthorityby
rcwriting the tennsofthe original agreement. InawaY,hebuysthepositionofauthority
on the ship since Guy is now indebted tohim for resolving the situationintheCaptain's
favour. From this point on, the question of the Halbrane's captaincy is complicatcdby
Guy's indebtedness to Jeorling
Dirk Peters, another character that has anxieties surrounding his identity,isa
holdover from All AlIwrcticMystelY's predecessor, though for more than half the book
Pctersoperatesundertheassumednamc"Hunt:" Surprisingly, it is not Peters but the
narratingJeorlingwhoprovidesanexplanationforhisadoptingth is pseudonym"
Now, why had Dirk Peters hidden himself in the Falklands underthenamc
ofHunt? ..Nodoubt because he feared that his name would inspire horror
[Grampus], who had killed Parker, the sailor, who had fed upon the man"s
flesh,andquenched his thirst in the man"s blood? To induce him to reveal
his name he must needs be assured that the [Halbrane] would attempt to
discoverandrescueArthurPym!(Veme94)
Peters later adds, however, that while Jeorling's interpretationisbasicallycorrect,his
change in name also stems from the more pcrsonal reason that hC"\Vould not bear [his]
own name any longer-on account of the affair of the [GramplIs]" (108). In spite of his
change in name,"Vcmegives Peters essentially the same character traitsdelineatedby
Poe, but without making him appear grotesque as Poe does" (Schnabe1143). By
choosing to scale down Peters" physical cha~~cteristicSfTom "a kind of anthropoid ape
with Herculean strength"(143) to"a man of short stature... [whose]wholefral11edenoted
exceptional strength" (Verne 54), Verne makes him less monstrous and morc human, a
choiccmirrored in Veme's reformulation ofPym and Peters" relationshipas that offather
and son (101).
Three particularly compelling issues are associated with Dirk Peters'identity'
that he is a native-American/European "half-breed" (Verne 28); that he assumes a fake
namc;andthat,asaresultoftheir"'manydangersshared"'(VernelOI),hebecomcsa
fatherfiguretoPym. The first of these identity issues Situ3tCS him asa liminal figure in
Verne's work. As the son of both "an [American] Indian woman of the tribe of
Upsarokas"(Poe 38) and a "fur-trader [father]" (38) of European descent, Peters straddles
theworldsofboththecolonizedandcolonizers.beingsimultaneollsly"lndianand
non Indian [sic], animal and human, violent and kind"' (Wilson 202). In Pym, this has
particularsignificancewithregardstotheassociationPoeattempts to draw between the
American frontier and the Antarctic; Peters represents the half-tame,half-savagebordel
of the frontier, the line between rational civilization and irrational nature, between the
known and the foreign. Peters takes on a similar role in All AlltarcticMystelY, and even
uproots himself from his home in Illinois to live near the margins of the chartered world
in the Falklands on the off chance of that he might be able to rescuehisbelovedPym
(Veme93-95). Aboard the Halbrane, heis consistentlyothered by or set apart from his
shipmates and is repeatedly referred toas the "half-breed"'ratherthan either Hunt or
Peters. His "half-breed" status sets him apart racially from the rest of theerew,butmore
importantly it sets him apart metafictionally - he is the only main character common to
bothPymandAnAnrarcticMystely. PetersisbothPoesandVerne'sinv,ention,
simultaneouslycxistinginthcunaltcrcdhypotcxtandthcrcvisedhypcrtcxtmoreorless
unchanged. In this way, Peters' identity as a"half-breed" helps to anchor the intertextual
Peters'adoptionofafakenameisoneexampleoftherecurringmotifofdisguised
identitiesinthiswork,whichalsoincludestherevelationsthatLen Guy is thc brother of
Captain William Guy of the Jalle Guy in Poe"s Pym, and that the cannibalized sailor
Parker was actually a man named ed Holt, who furthcrmore turns out to be thc brother
of Hlllbrll1le crew member Martin Holt. All of these false and disguised identities
fatefully converge on the decks of the Halbralle and serendipitously lead to both the
quest to find and rcscucPym and any other survivors of the Jal1e Guy, as well as its
complications. Thcplot ofAI1 AllIarctic MystelJI is therefore drivcn by identity; itis
motivatcdandcomplicatedbyfamiliallinksbctweenthecharactcrsinVcrnc'snarrative
and thoscofPoc"s, and by the dramatically-timed revelations 0 fthosetrueidentitiesand
relationships.
4.3 Domesticity and the Matemal Body
Liketheotherfamiliallinksinthiswork,Vemc"sdepictionofPcters"andPyrn"s
relationship as analogous to that of father and son (Verne 101) is a driving force in thc
plot. Not only do these family ties intertextuallybridge Pym and AI1 Al1tarcticA1ystery,
they also point toward a theme of domesticity in this work. As anything "relating to the
running of a home or to family relations" (Steven on, "Domestic"), tropes of domesticity
serve to contrast how Poe and Verne respectively treat enclosure;whereasenclosureis'
a terrifying obsession in Poe, forever [sic] reworking the dread 0 fbeing
entombed alive, [it is] typically cosy and dOlllcstic in Veme(thecave
fitted out with goodies from the ship; thecolllforting prcsenccof
Endicott'sstoveonthciccbcrg;thecralllpedcanoebecolllesa'hollle'and
a birthday is celebrated on it). (Meakin 608)
ThistransfonnationofenclosuresfrollltelTifyingtowelcolllingdomesticspacescanalso
be read in light of the fact that Antarctica has traditionallybeen, as previously indicated,
"peculiarly (and paradoxically) aligned not only with the "virgi nal,"yet-to-be-conquered
felllale body but also with the maternal body" (Leane,"Locating''234). UnlikeinPym,
wherePoechoosestoinvokebothofthcseassociationsand,indced,toconflatethelllin
order to create a sense of abject terror through the uncanny, Verne"s All Antarclic
MyslelY, through its portrayal of enclosed spaces asdomesticand"cosy,'" evokes only the
singularassociationoftheAntarcticwiththematemalfemalebody. Thcserelatively
comfortable enclosures can therefore be construed as womblike, standingin stark contrast
to the anxiety and uncannyterrorgcnerated by enclosures in Pym.
Thetransfonnationofenclosuresfromterrifying,c1austrophobicspaces to
welcoming, even matemal,dolllesticspaces is supported by the textualdetailsofAn
Anlarcl;cMyste,y, First, as previously mentioned, the enclosures that shelterthework's
charactersarewomblikebecauseoftheirconstructionas"'cos~,"domesticspaces. Since
theveryword"domestic"implieslinkstothehouseholdandtofamily(Stevenson,
"Domestic"), these enclosed spaces effectively become microcosmicversionsofthe
crews'home. Even Tsalal Island can be construed as a womblike place given thatitis
enclosed on all sides by water and accords ~~y and his remaining crew a relatively
comfortable existence for eleven years. As William Guy notes, the island was abandoned
by the natives following an incident in which Pyrn'S dog, Tiger, went madand"caused
the greater part of the Tsalal islanders [to take] Oighl"(Veme 163)infear. Indeed,as
Guy describes, life on the island after the departure of the natives was:
On thewhole...more endurable than might have been supposed. The
natural products of an extremely fertile soil and the presence ofa certain
number of domestic animals secured them against want of food: they had
to make out the best shelter for themselves they could contrive, and wait
for an opportunity of getting away from the island with as much patience
as might be granted them. (164)
Inthispassage,thecrew's"wait[ing]foranopportunityofgettingawayfromtheisland"
(164) can be likened to the period of gestation during which the fe tus grows to maturity.
Even the route of their escape, which took them "between the two halvesofacontinent,
oneon the east, the other on the west" (146), geographically resembles a sort of birth
canal through which they are bom(e) to safety.




Ambivalent Aesthetics" provides a useful nomenclature for describing both crews'
habitation in the Antarctic. Tuan envisages the world in tenns of three separate spaces-
the "omeplace, a"protected-[and] at least partiallycnciosed-space"(139),the
homespace, the familiar area immediately s~~ounding the homeplace, and alien space,
the unfamiliar area outside the homespacethat"is normally perceived as threatening"
(140). in AJl Antarctic MystelY, even the homeplaces that are created bythe crews in the
region are only temporary pockets of familiarity and comfort that , once vacated, cease to
hold any remaining domestic value and are immediately swallowed back up by the ever-
encroaching alien space of Antarctica. In the sense that once they have left the region
behind there are no homeplaces left there, the Antarctic is physically rid of any extemaI
impositions and becomes, from a Western perspective, wholly comprised of alien space.
Even the geographical knowledge that is gleaned from the survivors' time spent there is
infinitesimal when compared withtheprojected"vast[nessofthe A]ntarcticregion"
(Verne 146). This is not to suggest, however, that the region has regained its cultural
"blankness"'since the survivors take with them their own construction of the place, but
rather that the evidence of their cultural inscription on the Ianditselfhasbeentempered
and that the region isol1ceagain free of Westem human presence, whichistheengine
driving the creation of externally derived values for it
4.4 Toward an Objective Antarctic
The idea of the domestic is also particularly relevant from apostcolonial
perspectivesincc"undcrthcaegisofitscentrality,theword'home"accrues'cxtremely
potent resources" in relation to the foreign that counters it" (Baker 4, referencing Said)
Again, the discourse of Imperialism sets the familiar Western metropolis or home in
opposition to the foreign landscape, distant and strange, with the former being implied to
be a more desirable place than the latter. With the crew's pennanent departure from the
domesticPocketsthatarecreatedamidstthe8~ntarcticlandscape,An AlltarcticMystel)l
allows the full rcalizationoftherigid homc/foreigndichotomyand there-establishment
of its conceptual Otherness to Western civilization
Unlike Poe, who uses the Antarctic to retlect American culture andidentityand
thusconflatcsthetwo, Vernere~establishesitsOthernesstotherestoftheworidby
purposely disassociating it from any particular nation, or even with the Imperial drive to
explore. The fact that the narrative of this work is esscntially "scarch and rcscuc'·rather
than "claim and conquer'O supports this reading, as does the conspicuous absence of the
Tsalal natives from Poe's Pym, who arc mentioned in An Antarctic Mystelybutnever
seen. Even the earthquake which lays waste to Tsalal Island effectually erases all traces
of human habitation there, just as the mammoth iccberg on which the Halbralle runs
agroundwouideventuallylllelt,leavingnotracesoftheshiporitscrew. These
happenings are revisions designed to wipe the Antarctic clean of any evidence ofilllposed
meaning, yet by virtue of the revisionist nature of this text, what was written over can
never be fully destroyed. As a result, no matter how clean the Antarctic slate is wiped in
thisoranyotherwork,themeaningsthatarealreadylinkedtoitthrough other fiction and
non-fiction texts still resonate; it is illlpossible to rescind themcompletely. The tropes of
erasure and revision in An Amarctic MystelY instead indicatewhatWijkmarkclaimsisa
"shiftfrOIlla fantastic to a realistic modeofAntarcticrepresentation [that] occurred in
perfect synchronicity with the empirical discovery of the continenf' (87); this text's
revisionist overtones mark a movement towards constructing the region asneutTal place
which, ifnot completely fTee from past associations with othercultures, at least becomes
primarily concerned with hthe interests of science and the progress ofallmankind,o("'The
Antarctic Treaty" 2)
The Antarctic is refigured asa place of Otherness in this text throughtheprocess
by which it writes over Pym through hypertextual amplification; Verne essentially
overwrites the identities ascribed to the place in Poe"s work byexploiting the silences or
gaps that are present in the narrative of Pym. Verne further moves toward an Antarctic
identity ofOtherness by depicting events in the narrative, such as "Tsalallsland[being]
laid [to] waste from coast to coast by an earthquake" (Verne 166) which erases all
evidenceoflong-tenn human habitation from the Antarcticlandscape. Shifting away
fromPoe'semphasisonsubjectivereality,whichissymptomaticofhis Gothic bent as
well as his American cultural influence, Verne creates an objective foeus that is derived
from his positivistic emphasis on rationality, science, and empiricism, which collude to
classify his oeuvre as part of the ""Hard Science Fiction"" genre, a subdivision under the
umbrella of science fiction that"uses either established orcarefullyextrapolatedscience
as its backbone" (Steele, qtd. in Nicholls 542). ThisdirectlycorrespondstoVerncs
noted style of confining the subject matter of his works to "known scientific fact, [and]
limitedextrapolationbasedonlyuponaccurateknowledge"(Hartwellvii),therefore
contributing to an objective portrayal of the Antarctic in this workthatisonceagain
separated from the identities of other nations
Indeed,VerneattemptstojustifyPym'sflightsoffancyintheveinofnineteenth-
century Realism, which holds empirical science as "oneof[its] centralinfluences"(Baker
1I),by"correcting Poe, sorting out plot threads, tying up loose ends,accountingfor
seeming inconsistencies in Pym and substituting a scientific marvel for the fateful,
inconclusive finale of the incomplete Poe work" (Hartwell viii). As a result, Verne's An
A1JUlrCliCMYSlerynotonIYJ1lakesanintrigU~~gcaSeofintertextuali tyandtextual
framing, but also is an experiment in revisionism that resonatestotheverycoreof
Antarctic identity. Like other authors who figure the Antarctic in their works, Verne
expioitstheregion'spotentiaiityofspace(LowandLawrence-Zuniga 16) to spin an
entertaining story, but he does so in a way that reflects his own comIllitlllenttodepicting
only ideas that are scientifically proven or plausible (Hartwell vii) . In fact, Veme"s
"banish[mentot] the supernatural from his world"(Slusser 321) IIIarksakeydistinctiol1
between his works and those of Coleridge and Poe; whereas Coleridgereliesheavilyon
the fantastic and Poe "'twists natural laws to suit his fictional needs" (Evans 179), Verne
retains his fidelity to portraying only that which accords,orisareasonableextensionof,
hiscontelllporarynaturalscience
Verne even goes so far as to directly debunk Poe's predilection for the fantastic
by demonstrating how such seemingly inexplicable events aretheresultofobservable
external phenomena. For instance, Jeorling'sdream sequences, which at first seem to
reflect a fonll of precognition, are explained as rooted in both actualoccurrencesandthe
psychologically "haunting influence [of Poe's Pym] under which [Jeoriing's] brain was
beginning to labour"(Verne 77). The first of these sequences has Jeorlingseelllingiy
dreaming of hearing a voice that whispers "Pym... Pym... Poor PymL .. Poor Pym must
never be forgotten"(77). At first, Jeorling dismisses this as simply '"an extremely vivid
drealllduetosomecerebraicause"(77) The",hispelcingv()iceo1'thedrealllisiater
whilehewasdreaming Thoullhtheincid"ntdo,esforc:shad()wev"ntsinlthenarrati,Ie, it
rationally explained at a later point Thesleconddreanl,whichis,:vennlOref:lI1tasticin
its content, isalsosimplytheresultofJeoriing's"constant readingofEdgar Poe's works,
and reading them inth[e] place in which hisheroesdelighted,[that] exercised an
influence over [hilll] which [he] did not fully realize' (I 18). Inthisdrealll,Jeoriing
imagines questioning an anthropomorphized Sphinx regardingPym,only to finally
witncssPym"arisebcfore[his]astonishedeyes... flauntingthe ensign of the United
States' (I 19). Though this partially foreshadows Jeorling·s solution of the Antarctic
"Sphinx's'· riddle that finally explains the l11ethod ofPym'sdeath,it also cannot be
interpreted asasupernatural premonition of things to comebecause the details of
Jeorling'sdream barely resemble what occurs in the ensuing narrative-LenGuydoes
not reverse course, heand Peters are not forced to secretly make away with one of the
Halbrane'sboatsinsearchofPym,andtheireventualdiscoveryofPym'smortalremains
is anything but the triumphant description of him as the "fierce guardianofthesouth
pole, [who] flaunt[s] the ensign of the United States' (I 19). In fact, the only aspect of
Jeoriing'sdream that isin the least bit accurate is that the Sphi nx"disclosesthesecretsof
these mysterious regions to [himr(l 19),but even then it is Jeorii ng'sownlogical
interpretation ofempirical observations that leads him to solve the riddle of the Sphinx
In setting up this dream only to have it fail to accurately foreshadow events later in the
narrative, Verne debunks the supernatural belief in the premonitory powers of dreams and
instead figuring them as reflectionsofthedreamer's present psychic state, which is
supportedbyJeorling'sincreasingobscssionwithPoc'sworksandthefateofPym
The explanation provided for both the mysterious cUlTcnts that pulled pYIll and
Pctcrs toward the pole at the end ofPym and themonolithicwhitefigurewhosesighting
heralds the abrupt ending of the Pym text is;;othermajorinstance of Verne amplifying
aspcctsofPoe's text to fonvard his rational and empirical agenda. These happenings in
leaving it to stand out and conITont [them)"" (Verne 170) This telwerin.g mOUind had
secrets' (Verne 170) The crew's attention isattracl'ed a\\'ay ITcnn the: awesomcn',"S of
against the beach"(170) The e:<isten"e oftlhe sphinx anld the,occurrencec,fstrallge
been completely stripped of its metal To explain theseclCCUITl:nces, thecr,ew turn to
questions are designed to facilitate an ordered enquiry into thecauseoftheseobserved
events by providing a framework dictated bya reasoned analysis into causation
This ordered examination finally concludes with Mr. Jeorlingfonnulating"an
hypothesis which explained these astonishing phenomena· (Verne 171 ) that the crew had
just witnessed; the mound is thercforc explained tobc"a loadstone!thatisit![ltwasa]
magnet with prodigious power of attraction'"(171). This inference gives further insight
into the disparity between the fates of the commandeered boat of the Halbraneandthe
craft used by the remaining crew by thc fact that
Under the influence of that [colossal) magnet the iron bands of the
[Halbrallej'sboat had been torn out and projected as though by the act ion
ofacatapult. This was the occult forccthathad irresistiblyaHracted
cverythingmadeofirononthe[crew·sJParacuta. And the boat itself
would have shared the fate of the [Halbrlllle]"sboat had a single bit of
metal been employed in its construction. (171)
This explanation describes the forces that the crew witnesses in close proximity to the
loadstone. Mr. Jeorling subsequently sunnises that this structure must draw a
"fonnidableaccumulationofelectric fluid" (172) derived from the''immensequantities
of electricity not completely exhausted by [the world·s] stornlS·(I72),whichisthe
probable cause of··thc northern and southern auroras· (172). Thecrew·sreasoned
inquiry into the nature of this phenomenon is therefore brought to an end when they
"regard [Mr. Jeorling's] explanation asconc1usive, in presence ofthe physical facts of
which [they] were actual witnesses·· (173)
These differences between Poe and Vemecan be attributed togenre-whereas
principle[s]"'(Hartwellvii) WhencomparingI8oleri,dgean,dPoetoVerne,th,en,an
an opposing force to reason
differences between their constituent genres Moreimporlantly,thisl:ransitionfn)mthe
text toward being depicted as separate from such external identities in Veme·s. Poe's
emphasis on intemalizcd reality, on the subjective definition of identity and place, is
overwritten by Verne, who helps in the construction of the Antarctic as the neutral,
though not blank,placethat it bccomes fonnallyrecognizcd as in thetwentiethcentury.
This act of revision is accompanied by acts of overwriting in-text, such as the earthquake
burying the evidence of human mcddlingin the Antarctic and the posit ivistic
reinterpretation of the fantastic elements in Pym. ThedifTerences in constructions of the
Antarctic in Pym and An Anrarct;c MystelY despite the strong intertextualrelationship
belweenthesetwotextssuggeststhattheregion'splacehoodistrulydefined by its
"mosaicof[constructionsr(Orr21) and the fact that it is''not an individual, isolated
objcclbut,rather,acompilationofculturaltextuality"'(AJlen35-36). Suchapcrspcclive
is in keeping with the Antarctic Treaty"s construction of the region as a place for
international cooperation, though it intcrestinglyrccognizes previous sovereign claims to
chunks of the continent at the same time that it tears down thoseimaginaryboundariesin
"the interests of science and the progress of all mankind"("The Antarctic Treaty"' 2)
Though it can be said that every nation is the result of cultural textuality, the Antarctic is
aparticularlyinterestingcaseowingtothefactthatculturalconstructionsofitsplacehood
in the nineteenth century are entirelyextemally ascribed.
The Progression of Antarctic Placehood: AConclusioll
Many factors helped to shape Antarctic identity in the nineteen thcentury,
including its previous mythological constructions, the accounts of explorers like Cook
and Wilkes, and the various literary imaginings of the place. This thesis has principally
sought to explore the latter of these, though it isobviousthatthe literary construction of
Antarcticplacehood has been f,'TeatlyinAuencedbyreal-worldbeliefs and knowledge
about the region. In this sense, my analysis generally accords with Glasberg·s assertion
that "The interplayofAntarclic fact and fancy leads to the ... [axiom] IhatAntarctica isan
intertextual construction, a place that is not a place, but a maUerof.textuality'·
("lmagination·'S). Indeed,itwouldcertainlyappearthat,especiallyinthenineteenth
century, the idea of Antarctica is derived more from the pastiche of representations, both
fictional and non-fictional,that emerge for it than any purely cmpirical assessment ofthc
place.
Questions of placehood have been central to this thesis. Asdemonstrated,the
criticism surrounding idcas of spatiality seems to agree that human knowledge ofan area
is necessary to transform space into place and "[imbue] thephysi cal environment with
social meaning"(Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 16). This is especially true within the
pervasive Imperial discourse of the nineteenth century, which conceivcd of nature as
"stand[ing] for an empty space in the discourse, ready to be charged with anyoneofa
number of values' (Spurr 168). Leane's identification of Antarctica as being defined by
its'·lackofstability, its changeability, [and] its boundary breaching'" ('"Locating'" 236) is
the result of the fact that its "·cmpty"· space g;;nts it the '"read[iness] to be charged·· (Spurr
68) with external values. It is ironic, howcver, that while the remoteness and
inhospitableness of the Antarctic region kept all but a handful of people from reaching its
shores in theninetcenth century, thus limiting its ability to be constructedsociallyasa
place,thosesamecharacteristicsthatpreserveditspotentiality ofspacc also inspired the
literary imagination to create identities for it. Despite the limits on a socially constructed
placehoodforAntarcticacmergingduringthisperiod,Icontendthat the region is granted
various identities through its representations in literature, which rely on the exploitation
of its mutability. The constructions of its identitybyColeridge, Poe, and Vemeare
indicative of how the Imperialistic West began to conceive of Antarctica before they were
ever able to claim or assert control over its landscape, mirroringSaid's claim that issues
ofterritorialownership"werereflectcd,contested,andevenforatimedecidedin
narrativc"'(xiii)
When considered chronologically, thcre is a progression in howthe Antarctic is
depictedinthecanonicaIAnciell1Mariner(1798),Pym(1838),andAnAntarcticMystelY
(1897) from being a fantastic realm toward being a place within the scope of rational
science. Though thiscvolution can partially be attributed todiffercncesinthcir
respcctiveliterarymovementsandgenres,itisalsorootcdinthefactthatasthe
ninetccnthcenturyworeonthenon-fictionalconstructionofthe Antarctic camc into
sharper focus. I suggest that there is an inverse relationship bctween thedegrccof
empirical knowledge of the region and the remaining potentiali ty for writers to exploit in
their fictionalizations. This isclcarlydcmonstrated whcn these primary texts are vicwcd
on a continuum. Though thcAncient Marinerovertlyevokcs thesupematural and
marries it to the Antarctic, Pym moves towa~~ a slightly morc believable representation
which,whileit still drawn upon the fantastic, does not construct theregionasadwelling
for spirits, nor depict any kind of divine intervention. Finally,An AmarclicA1yslelY
ovcl\",rites thc fantastic elcmcnts ofPym and rationalizes the regionbyseekingscientific
explanations for extraordinary phenomcna. This progression from a fantastic to a rational
Antarctica coincides with the development of the trope ofenclosure across these works;
whereasinColeridge"sandPoe"stextsenclosureisdesignedtocreateasenseof
claustrophobia and to inspire terror, in Verne's work it provides an airofdomestic
comfort. In these texts, the Antarctic moves from being an unknown and alien place that
is set up in opposition to the familiar Western setting to being a physicallyandculturally
familiar place, which parallels growing Western cultural familiarity with it in the
nineteenthccntury.lronically,Coleridgc"sandPoe'sconstructions of Antarctica as a
forbidding and alicn other to the safe and known West made the regionmorcfamiliarto
human nature. This is unsurprisinggiven the Antarctic's situation at the time asafrontier
betweentherationalized(i.e.human)worldandvirginalnature. This relationship can
also be steeped in gendered terms since "from the beginning of theeolonialperiod(and
beyond), female bodies symbolize the conquered land"(LoombaI 53), which positions
the Imperialist as the phallic, penetrating male force. Thisassociation has interesting
resonances in these texts. The Ancient Mariner, which allegorically calls for communion
between humankind and nature, also warns against the dangers oflmperialisl11 since the
consequences for himself and his crew. In 7;n, the mythic construction of the Antarctic
asavagina further feminizes the region and supports the reading of that text as an
underworld journey narrative. The ultimate conflat ion of the masculine and feminine at
the very end ofPym also echoes the ecocritical theme that humans and non-human nature
are mutuallyconstitutiveandthat"wilderness is [therefore] essentialinrevealingtous
what it means to becivi/i=edhuman beings' (Oelschlaeger8). In contrast to both of those
texts, Verne's An Antarctic Myste'J' figures the Antarctic as a maternal body and a place
of comfort. This parallels the movement in this work toward depicting enclosure as cozy
or womblike, and as such focuses on the feminized Antarctic as a source of comfort




Despite the fact that in the nineteenth century the Antarctichadnohuman
population to create cultural meaning for its space, it was given an identity and m3dea
place by those who explorcd it firsthand, as well as by those who were inspired by its
potentiality to write in fictional details where maps and charts displayed onlya hole in
human knowledge. As a setting for fictional works, its allure was in its indetcnninacy
and hence its ability to become whatevcr the author needed it to be. Inthisscnse,
Antarctica was the ultimate other to the known world. However, the act of literarily
ciaiming the region is also, in away, reminiscent of the pervading nineteenth-century
discourse of Imperialism. True to its"lack of stability, its changeability, [and] its
boundary breaching'" (Leanc, ""Locating"" 236),Antarctica's valueasaliteraryplacc
thereforc lies in its ability to SimUltaneously;;present both thccultureofthelmpcrial
power and its diametrically opposed other
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